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INTRODUCTION. 
: There is no subject on which so much futik oratory 
has been spent, or for which so many "solutions" have 
been proposed during the last fifty or sixty years, as 
."that ever present, ever vexing problem of "Capital and 
', ,Labor." And if even a casual second thought is 
{to the subject, the reason should become perfectly p aim. 
'For the "Capital and Labor" problem is  the social, 
 economic and political problem of thday. It is the 
 problem in which are involved the very constitution 
and fuuctioning of the prevailing economic order; capi- 
talism, and the rea1,question is whether or not this ecu- 
nomic order can be made to function, not merely as it 
has functioned in the past, but whether it can be nra& 
to function in the present complex social mechanism 
which is becoming ever more complex day by day. The 
question, in short, is whether the system of capitalism, 
with its inseparable underlying basis, wage-slavery, can 
be patched up, even as the upholders of chattel slavery 
one hundred years ago attempted to "patch up'l the 
system of Southern slavery, and who believed that it 
was possible ra reconcile L with the progressive tapi- 
talism of the North. 
The Socialist answers these questions in the nega- 
tive. He shows, by facts and unanswerable scientific 
arpmenhtion and deductions, that every effort made 
L .  to save capitalism results in plunging it deeper into the 
morass of social and economic bankruptcy. He exposes 
(as is done in great detail in the following pages) that 
I the relationship between so-called "Capital" and I ~ b r  
is a wholly unjusk and untenable one-unjust in the 
light of the possibilities of the present productive capa- 
3 
save capitalism become utterly blasted. 
The conflicts, and their resulting problems, p'm 
d ~ c e d  by the anomaly of vast productivity of 'labor 
(which despite its productivity remains pauper hbr) , 
and the methanization, nM only of production, but of 
Iiving'Iabor as welI, which is among the oatstanding 
wilI in the end destroy a civilization.. . . . It is . a h y s  
true that a society of free men is' a iloclety of men with 
.secure and suff S e n t  property." 
. . If we substitute for "propertg" the more embrae 
ing term wealth-social wealth-we can agree fully 
with this apologist of the system of capitalist property. 
The working class of today is stripped bare of " p p p  
ernv'--of wealth-having no more weaIth in the bng 
run, and as a class, than have horses, cattle, dogs and 
other domesticated animals--and frequently Icas. And 
the workera are devoid of wealth (which they done 
produce) not because of accident, not because they lack 
thrift, not because they cannot produce plenty for all, 
but 'becawbe, in the existing capitalist premises, and in 
the wo~king out of economic Iaws under capitalism, 
they are inescapably fated to become and remain a 
. 4 
1' ' 
. . 
'&I. . Dwpittt p&iaw rad  effort^ of 
-, ~@I$chw, m h  mtceeding decade, ci& s m q  OF w r ~  
";WS ,reve& An in- pauperhation, of ,&t =st ma- 
. - $&@ .of the people of n h l aakthe  wage-%rkkg 
' ' .- 'ptsple-wd w politician, no president, plutocrat, die- 
or m & & a ~ ,  cm do anything to alter this. &-* 
as the capitalist system is preserved ,and 
11. 
There has scarcely been a Presidential message 
during the last sixty years or so which bas not wrestled 
with the problw of "Capital and Labor"-in fact, bk- . 
g h b g  with Lincoln, who contributed mo;e light on 
the subject than all his successors combid. The lake& 
is the,annual message just addressed, to Congreglr by 
President Franklin Delano RooseveIt (January 4, 
1939 1. Apart from the section of the message whic4 
mnstitytes the President's further agitation in behalf oP 
a vast military machine, which he considers essential 
for the preservation of the American capitalist system, 
in anticipation of the world wir which hc rpparentIy 
mddclrs inevitable--apart from that part of his mes- 
sage, the President devoted his time to orre more sum 
ming up of his supposed achievements for "the people,?' 
and the good things supposedly accomplished in behalf 
of labor: It may be self-delusion, or it may be the 
politician's craft, but, whatever it be, Mr. Roosevtlt's 
claim arc unfounded,. his picture is distorted, and his 
expressed hoper we without ju@ificatiqn, whcthtr he 
apcaks optimEstica!b about saving ~apitalism, .or, as he 
put it, "our traditional -profit system," or whether he 
b~lds put promisa .for the wage slaves .for a freer, 
fuller and more abundant life under this, his beloved, 
profit system. As said, each attempt, every efFort made 
-legislative or otherwise - has resulted in bogghg 
down ,stiU deeper the capitnlist system, and in further 
imperilling the present 'and future welfare of the miE 
lions of wage siavcs, than was ever the case before. 
The best that may be said for Mr. Roosevclt's efitorts 
is that he has succeeded, to a very limited degree, in 
slowing down the process of decay and deterioration, 
with the eventual destruction of his hopes and pram- 
ises rendered still more certain in a reasonably fore 
seeable future. 
On October 22, 1933, the President delivered one 
of his "fireside chats." In  this he alluded to the unem- 
, ployment situation when he took office eight months 
before. "There were [thenl," he said, "about r 4 -  
mo,ooo of our citizens who earnestly, and in many 
cases hungrily, were seeking wsrk and could not get it." 
And he went in: "In the short space of or few months, 
1 am convinced that at least 4,ooo,m have been given 
employment--or, say it another wry, +o pet cent of 
those seeking work have found it." 
Today the number of unemployed is variously cs- 
timated to be from rz,ooo,ooo to rq,ooo,w, with a 
few chiming as bw as ro,ooo,ooo, and some -as high 
as ~~~,000,000* 
-With regard to the President's price control mea- 
surers (deaIt with in this pamphlet), Mr. Roostvdt 
bas fared no better. A striking example is -that of cat- 
ton, one of the country's most important products, on 
which the economy of the South largely rtsta'. The 
following table is taken from the weekly mtton market 
review of the New York Cotton Exchange firm of 
Harriss & Vose, as reproducede recently in tbe New 
York Herald Tribune : 
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a The same aimation is found with k p e c t  to other 
staple products. Thus wheat in 1933 sold at 89% 
cents; in 1938 at 64% cents. Corn in 1933 was 48g 
cents; in 1938 ~g cents. Oats sold in 1933 at 37 $ 
cents; in 1938 at cents. Rye in 1933 was 62 
cents; in 1938 it sold at 4339 cenh. And so forth. 
Mr., Roosevelt by this time should have learned that 
he might, indeed, just as well try to control the tides, 
as to  try to control, or set at naught, the economic 
laws underlying capitalism1 For in the degree that 
lobor-"saving" machinery is introduced, in that degree 
the value of commodities is  lowered, with a corre- 
sponding lowering of price-other things being equal. 
Despite the fact of the irrepressible conflict of capi- 
tal and labor-that is, of c#pitaEjsts and trlborms (over 
the product of labor), the President hopefully speaks 
(in his latest message) of. finding "ways to end. . . . 
employer-employee disputes" ! Of bringing "cap:tal 
and man-power [ ! ] together" ! As well speak of tnd- 
ing the "disputes" b*een the highway-robber and his 
victim I As well urge the harmonious blending of oil 
and water, or reconciling the conflict bemeen. day and 
night l 
And with complete imperviousness the President 
repeats the (under capitalism) hoary economic fabe- ' 
hoods and absurdities-viz,, that it is possible to secure 
for "every man and woman who wants to work a rcsl 
job [ J at a living wage." No magician can provide. - 
jobs where none is to be had; and as for n t 4 ~  living 
wage9'-that is the slave's reward which Mr. Roost- 
velt dangles temptingly before the country's wage 
slaves? He speaks of "accepcancc by labor of the 
truth that the welfare of labor itself depends on in- 
creased baIanced output of goods." The truth, Mr. 
. P d i W ?  Wth. due repa'to  the President% office, 
- bis anr&mqid  falsehood, sir1 Far the more Iabr 
produces, the aooatr the individual laburern work 
ttswnstlves at of heir jobs, and the lower, by and 
' large, is the already pitifully small sham which now is. 
I theirs out of the fabuIous werkh which they alone prw 
111. 
The contempt ,in which wage labor is held by the 
capitalist exploiters, and their political and editotial 
lackeys, was splendidly illustrated in the recent violent 
. outbreak in Prance, which for a moment threatened ta 
assume the propodma of a gdncrrrL strike, and "civil' 
war," swafled. When, for the usual reasons (as also 
deait with in this pamphlet) the French workers were 
win crushed, the plutocratic New York Herald T* 
rr~c~~jubilantlyr p~blished ann editorial which it entitled, 
. *The French Victory"1 And the credit f i r  this "via . 
tory'' was given, to "the Frcncb peop1e."' Unparalleled 
' ; I  impudence l The "French victory" constituted thc 
of the small, plutocratic dnar over the vast 
'majoritp-the workers1 The "French people" thus 
are identified r s  the infinitesimal number of capitalist 
1 .  exploiters, whereas tht work& are not induded among 
the "ptoplc" at aU ! In thus appraisipg the "victory," 
, 
the organ of the plutocracy unconsciously g i v ~  recbgni- 
tion to the dam & fact, that it is the propertid, 
slaveswning, or skvedriving dgils, which really is "the 
people," while the slave class (whether chattel or page 
slave) ir not to be counted among the "peopleu40 
41 more, indccd, than d e n t  Athtns counted its hutidt~ds 
lof thousands of slaves among the population of & AthcnsI. 
And what'was the occasion for this s t d e  which 
resulted in this "victory" 7 Why, none othq than that 
"patriotic" capita1 had taken flight from France, and 
in order to induce the noble "patriot" to return, it was 
demanded df the French proletariat, i.e., the useful 
French workers who alone had produced all the wealth, 
that they must accept lower wages and work longtr 
, hours 1 As that plutogogue par 'excellence, Walter 
Lippmann, phrased it in one of his cotumns at the time 
(Herald Tribune, December I ,  1938 )~  "The probIcm 
[of poor French "capital" l J can be solved only by irr- 
dwing French capital, which is a refugee [!I abroad, 
to rewrn to France and by inducing French labor to 
work longer hours." Nobly spoken, Mr. Lippmmml 
Again, then, the bandit's ransom, only this time not 
the totalitarian bandit, bw the nice, "dernocratk" 
gangster who held the gun of private property to the 
temple of French labor, saying: "Stand, and deliver!" 
Deliver more wearth, at  less compensation-r elset 
And when the French capitalist bandits scored thcir 
victory, when, perforce, French labor yiddtd to the 
robber's terms, and submitted to increased ficecilig, at 
Jonger hours of toil, and'less pay, the Fascist md Nazi 
bandib were jubilant, and they unhesitatingly expressed 
their admiration for Daladier and his French fellow- 
gangsters! 7'here, Mr. President, and editorial ladies 
and gentlemen of plutocratic servitude, is pour modern 
conflict--not between French and German, not between 
ItiIians and British, but between French capitdsb and 
French wage workers; between German industrial feu- 
dalisb and thcir ~conomic serfs; between Italian ex- 
ploiters and Italian wage daves; and, all around you- 
now, in the past, and as long as the cursed cspitdist 
robber system prevailis-right here, the struggle is be- 
-em Aplcriw mpitalirt exploiters . rad theip memi- 
W y  fleeced Amer ih  mgc davcai 
* 
conflict, this unbridgeable chasm, can- 
capitalism is maintained, - 
speak feelingly 
rofit system1* - 
PE pr~fit system, Mr. President, the 
you and your .class, and rctriaers, 
pa##! The Prtsidept mag sincerely believe, probably 
does iltiecrdy believe, that the capitalist profit *tern 
can b~ saved, and that, in saving it, the welfare of the 
"90 per ?ent," that id, the wage slaves, can be advanced . 
and protected. There arc indications that at times Mr. 
Roasevelt ~uffers delusibns of grandeur, or that he at- 
.' tributes i craft and o skill to himseLf as a politician . 
a equal to, or superior to, any problem that may arise. 
h e  of theo President's biographers, Emil Ludwig, a 
few months ago, .reported the President as saying that - 
Woodrow W b n  failed because in the solving of his 
s h? lacktd the pditichn's skill. "That," Mr. 
. Ludwig quotes tht President as saying, "needs r pditi- * 
dan like me." (New York Thes ,  June' 5,  1938.) Mr. 
Roowvelt, as, a politician, ia well behind the needs of 
his age, far behind the truly progressive, the rmlu- 
.tionmy spirit of oar times. And hi9 class vim, his 
class interests, will see to it that he never ca%h& tip1 
Thus, in the end, hewill stand defeatcd-with tmpty 
nd possibly evch 
very A s s  whose 
desperately is trying to save l 
working class' to organize politi- 
' 
cally and inchrstrirlly'in order to pat an end to the no . 
of wage stave- organize on the , 
.- 
cs of thc ~oc ia~ ie t  k r  party, to saw;& aking 
ass from complete diwter, horn undiwgaised'~1avcrf 
sery: to organize to rear the republic of the 
hood of man, the Industrial Union Govcmincnt 
r with its guarantees of freedam for the iw 
ividual, happiness, peace and plenty for all. 
ARNOLD PETERSEM, 
January 5,  1939. . 
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-g, "Tradas U n h  and Stmmn ImaQa, 1-
I. 
'',What is capital?" Ever and anon this question is 
asked, now by the honest inquirer and seeker of truth, 
now by rhc hired editorial krndsk~echt whow business 
it is to confound and confuse. And the answers nrtu- 
rally vary according to the material interests or ideal- 
ism involved, and, to be sure, in accordance also with 
the knowItdgc and understanding, or the lack of them, 
on the part of those who undertake to supply the an- 
swer. 
0 - Being something in the nature of s trinity, some- 
1s 
thing to be regarded as $awed, capital (from the view- 
point of its owners, and the dcfendem of these) takes 
on.the characteristics of a deity with attributes as dtfin- 
iteIy mystical as they frequently turn out to bt mythid 
As a divine trinity capird is apparently nowhere, yet ev- 
erywhere; it is the "fathe," the "son" and, Iast but not 
least, it is the "holy ghost" 1 ' Jt i s  three, yet one; it is 
all, yet none1 It is all-pervading, yet insubstan~a~ity it-
self! Like dl deities, it possesses also man-like a h -  
butes-like mere mortab this god capital suf ers pain, , 
mmifestd arrgcr and fear1 It has a "sod," yet it is 
soul-less! I n  short, as a mystery it is the holiest of ho- 
lies. And so it is natural that it should appear to mop 
t& veiled, and "speak" to them as through o cloud- 
that is, through the tribe of Moseses, the college pro- 
fessora, as when Jehovah spake unto Moses: "Lo, 1 
come unto thee in a thick cloud, that the people may 
hear when Z speak with thee, and believe thee for- 
ever." I 
In his playful fashion, the Frenchman, PauI La- 
fargue, expounded the god-like qualities of this divinity, 
capital: "Capital is the true, only and omnipotent God. 
He manifests himseIf in everythihg. He is found in 
glittering gold and in stinking guano ; in a herd af cattle 
and in. a cargo of coffee; in brilliant stores that offer 
sacred literature for sale and in obscure booths of lewd 
pictures; in gigantic machines, made of hardest. steel, 
and in elegant rubber goods. He is everywhere. . . .He 
is the only God that has not yet run against an atheist." 
11, 
These reflections a're prompted by the reading of 
some editorials and articles that appeared recently in 
the plutocratic New York Herald T d z c n e .  One of 
the Harald Tribune writer 
e machine age" (as 
"TIrua ,in Marx's time, it was natural mough to 
, think of industrial capital as something essentially phys- 
I ical [!I, fairly durable and capable of being seized 
no mo'ltJ) Just as the gads once walked this earth, 
Iatcr to retire, md remain hiddcrr, on their rMt. Ofym- 
pus, in their VathaUas and respective Edens, so "indus- 
trial capital" has (so it wodd s e m )  btconie quite 
ethereal, and yet "like an dcctrical dynamb, as com- 
pared to a steam engine." And "Enterprise [ah1 now 
we have itl] is the vital spark, and the transmission 1 
lines consist df human re1sltionships"i And, behold, 1 
" ~ h e n  the relationship involved pascar, it isn't there at 
all"-just Iiie James Whitcomb Rdey's 'little naughty 
boy who youldn't sap his prayem: why "when they 
turn't the kiwers down, he wuzn't there at dl I*' And 
the little Herald Tribune lady repeats and solefinly 
warns us that (having now presumably become mcta- ' 
physical, or a pure abstraction 1) "It [capital] can't be 
tiken wcr by revolution, by mandate or by m y  ar- 
bi tnrY action:' T S ~  1 ~ s c h  I T S C ~  1 
Tf our Herald Tribune political economist had said 
that capital is also a social relationship, instead of 
merely a "human relationship," we might have given 
her a5 per cent on that answer, though the mire& get 
still incomplete, definition would be, "Capital also is a 
. social relation of production," the "relationship," how- 
ever, being of a special kind-"a relation of l produc- 
tion of bourg#ois society," as distinguished from prim- 
itive communist, chattel slave, feudal, alrd futurd S o t i d  
ist relations of production. 
But Iet us nor be too hard on the lady. Thcrt are 
those whom knowledge of danger makes cowards, or 
at least timid. With others, possessing knowledgt, the 
mood becomes one of courage temptred with caution. 
it is evident that with our Herald Tribune economist 
it is a case of knowing little or nothing about the sub 
ject of capital, hence she has rushed in where angels 
., ' Y 
w@M W e  f e d  to=.dl But her coarolation must 
?R 4eh~k of>tht ma@ wfao u m c  to grief on the qucation, 
..&e has done aa d ~ r t a i n l y  not much worse. 
than-those &em whose professorial dcgrtts lent to 
their EX cathedra pmmmiamentos an air of authofita- 
rim finality, as ef Jehovah from Mt.l Sinai 1 
111. 
By turning noiff from columnist to editorial' writer, 
' I we arc going to bc wetl more entertained, with the dc- 
gree of tdightetment yielded in bversc ratio to the 
Vastness qf ehtertrrinment offered! Under the title 
"France's 'Capital Sttikc,' " tht editorial writer of the 
I plutocratic paper khich shelters such divers a d  varied 
' 
an asssostmeit of "wltat" as the "public relations man- 
- sd" SobIsky, the solid and rather ponderous (though 
nor at all pompous) Mark Sullivan, the plutogogue 
Walter Lippmann, the sommhat hysterical, volatile 
and ."gabbyt' Dorothy Thompson, and our "pofitics~I' 
ego&rs~" Isabel Paterson - the Herald TriBune 
' 
writer of the aforementioned editorial, we repeat, suc- 
ceeds to an mazhg'degree to present himself as the 
ernbodimd of dl the eonfurion, mysdcism and contra- 
diction created by crtpitda apologists in handing the 
' subject capital. Our editorial writer quotes thc French 
- exXPremiar, Leon- E l m ,  as complaining about the 
"flight from the f tanc," M. Blum aho whining that the 
oudook for French recovery wodd be better "if F r d  
c~pital  were patriotit," if French capital (as M. Blum's 
, critic puts it) "were not pr sred to flee the country 
. at the sliahtert Ison Blum is further 
quoted as referring to the "flight" as "desertion" and 
"almost treason," which the Herald Trihnc writer 
likees t~ such rcf&mces as "strike of capital" by "cer- 
tain Ncw Dealers." n c  H s r U  Tribwns writv p w  
on ta chide, quite propefiy, 4 L ~ t p o  who h e r i d  the 
quaint notion that 'capital' hrr a mind and a roul of its 
own,': charging them witb "indulging, of course, in a 
form of animism," (Etym010gical note: ?'Animism: 
The regarding of inanimate objects as posaewing per- 
sonal life or soul." f )  And he adds that "it would be 
quite as sensible ,to scold a stream of water for not 
flowing up-hill [ah I those eternal verities! J as to casti- 
gate 'capital' for flowing in its natural direction, name- 
ly, in the direction where it may most reasonably ex- 
pect a fair degree of safety and rrmuncration"-as, for 
instance, to Dunning's suppasititioua 300 per cent, and 
to the, risking of "its" owner'r (not "its own") neck1 
With increasing scorn, and with the air of superior- 
ity that goes with a complete sense of knowing all 
about it, the Herald Tribeme writer lashes poor M. 
Blum, asking him if Fmcc o f e ~  such r "haven'hof. 
safej; to this soul-less t h i ,  capitaI. And that 
if capital has gone "on strike" in France, thcrc is noth- 
ing unique about that, since all countries have .their 
" 'hot Irioney' problem today." And why 'a this so? ' L Why,saysthekeraldTribuncacomtrof eversin' 
"capital animism," 'tis so L'because capital haa become 
bighly nervous in recent years"; and in further eompas- 
sion for this soul-less thing, this mysterious thing called 
capital, the writer observes that "there arc obvious re&- 
sons for its [capital's] nervousness which have noth- 
ing to do with patriotism." And having thus cleared 
capital of the foul charge that it is unpatriotic, the 
Heraid Tribuac writer cbndudes (still referring to 
capital) : 
" I t  is fe&ful of war, for one thing; it finds the 
! ' hd@et ilNhtlDR ua&bmiagiq, for anather IHing; mid 
* ' it h ma sure whqt th= mbdc  of such Leftiat C ' as, for extnrpk, M. ~ h m  will be when Pnriiunmt re- 
-bl& ma M. .Daladier4r emmmic policies again d Y '  
bedume a political issue." ! 
i WhPt an amazing thing this mysterious capital is! And what mnrvdour minds these capitalist editorid 
? writem have1 First the Herald Tt.ibusg writer ridi- 
cules wirh supreme scorn the assumed & s t m e  of a 
dul in capital, arguing that to imply that capital has a 
soul is to indulge "in a form of animism." Thereupon 
: $e same writer bivesh capital with all the attributes of 
a poor mortal: It is pardotic and uemous( It is capsl- 
bk of experiencing fear! It can reasorr .about the bud- 
: get sitalltioh 1 It bas dehitc political-luiews, these being 
obvidly comemtivc, for example, l i e  Mr. Hoov- 
er's? And it entertains doubts as to what M. B l m  
, hi&lf will do to shrivel its poor sod (but there wasn't 
any sbur in capital, ww therc?I)-to shrivel its poor 
what-you-mightcall-it, atill more I 
Thw we see that althou~h capital has no sod, it is 
othcmise quipped, like any average norma1 human be 
ing, with emdons, with a highly sensitive nemousi s p  
tm, and with n thinking apparatus developed auff*&at- 
, 
ly, at least, to qualify it to enttr into public debate on 
public questions1 T d y ,  q l i f y i n g  Paul Lafargue's 
catechism, we may fancy this arstounding "creamc," 
capital, saying: "I anipate and transform cvcryth& 
myself hduded, even to the point of endowing myself 
with a HrrsM ?'dune cdimrih writers to the 
con- mtwithshnditrgl" 
but in tht small towt! of bra in ,  O,, r little brother 
to the pl~taradc Hcratd. T h u s  puts in its teaspoon 
, 
oar in the rtmggk over dcfinitiom of tapitat In tbi* 
case we have naivete added to amusement and cohtra- 4 
dictions. The bra in  Journal a while back wok to task 
"The Socialist Labor Par-followers of the social- 
istic doctrine according to Karl Marx, are painting to 
Capital as the Big, Bad Wolf of human suc iewhc  
fundamental force that exploits labor [sic I] .lb And 
the sheetlet adds indignantly: "This is not true 1" 
Whereupon it Iists a number of things constituting the - 
virtues, rights and capacities of this noble thing, capital. 
Among other things we are told that "Capital is justly 
entitled to interest-wages-tbt same as labor; for 
[startling ma sequitur/] Capital is  created by labor- 
directly or indirectly, moner or later." (Sic 1.) 
And so, wonder of wonders, capital becomes trans- 
formed into a wage earner who is entitled to a "fair 
wage" l Perhaps we shaU even find that capital is a 
member of a trade union. This particular editor im- 
proves upon the practice of telling nursery tales about 
"capita1 and labor" by teIling a real bedtime story 
about a Scotch collie named Sandy who saved the 
' "huntsmrm's" baby from' a bad wolf, killing themwolf. 
When the huntsman returned, "Sandy" greeted his 
master with bloody paws, and, not seeing his child, the 
huntsman killed poor "Sandy" who had simply seen 
his duty and done it 1 We don't know who the child in 
this bedtime story represents, but w t  ate toId that 
"Sandy" represents capital; the big bad wolf is mnop-  
oly, and the huntsman is none &er than "the foIlow- 
era of Karl Marx who act before they look" l It is aIl 
so bewiIdering, for we had naturaUy supposed that "the 
followem of Karl M a d '  would be the villain in the 
piece, and now it turns out that monopoly is the DilHn- 
gcr I Anyway, capital appears in a new, startling role 
r 
faithful dog whi& dcatmys its own legitimate 
mhmpoly. Verily, capital is what she ain't, 
ocidista appear in this strange drama as the 
something which good, old faithful capital 
guards and savcs, itself giving up the ghost I !  It would 
be very c o m i e n t  for all concerned if these various 
apologists and defenders of capita1 wouId get together 
and agree bn a few fundamentals, not to mention thk, 
, pdopion of bedtime stories that even a five-year-old 
child would not walk out on. 
J Iv. 
However, kt US turn from the mysterious and the 1 ological, from the grotesque and naive, to more serious 
r business. What i s  capital? We mav quote first Daniel 
De Lam, t f i ~  formost Amedcan Mamist. "Capital," 
: said De Leon, "is that portion of wealth which, being 
r privately omed in a society where proletarians abound, 
is usedh $0 produce more wealth by a system that ex- 
ploits the capital-1- proletarians." We are now get- 
ting somewhere, Kart MP~x, the father of Socialist 
. science; of scientific economics, quotes the following as 
a typical example of whsr in his day was offered as a 
, definition of capital by the professoria1 "economists" r 
"Capital consists of raw materials, instruments of 
ih Ibor, and means of subalstwce of all kinds, which are 
. employed in producing new raw materials, new instru- 
ments, md new mcane of subsistettce. All these com- 
, ponents of capital are created by. labor, products of la- 
4. 
bor, u c ~ u k t s d  Mar. Accumulated labor that serves 
.!as a .means to new production is capital. So say the 
esonophts. Whatv is a , Negro slave? A man of thc , 
black racq. The one explanation is worthy of the other." 
Marx thereupon proceeds to show d e t i  '"hotrll. 
rnmta" b e m c  capital instead of mere wcdth~prduc- 
ing tools. We read: 
"A Negro is a Negro. Only under certain condi- 
tions docs'he become a slave. A cotton-spinning ma- 
chine is a machine for spinning cotton. Only under 
certain hditions does it become capital. Torn away 
from these conditioqs,~ it is as little capital as gold by 
itself is  money, or as sugar is the price of sugar!' 
Summing up his findings, Manr said: 
"It is only tbe dominio~ of iast, accumulated, ma- 
terialized labor over immediate living labor &at stamps 
' the accumulated Iabor with the character of capital?' 
In  short, a machide operated by the owner himsdf, 
producing things for his own immediate (or ultimate) 
consumption, is not capital. Such a machine, more- 
over, is not producing commodities--it is producing 
simple use values. Isabel Paterson will now understand 
that her grandmother's sewing machine (which she her- 
self uses, and which, she says, "mns well enough'? 
even though she does not remember when it was last 
oiledl) is not capital, despite her inclusion of it in her 
discussion of "industrial capitaL" And it wodd still not 
be capital ,even if she sold the things she sewed together 
on that sewing machine. For the one vital and deter- 
mining feature would be abserrt: THE EMPLOY- 
MENT (i.e., exploitation) OF WAGE =OR TO 
OPERATE THE MACHINE. 
There are sweral "vltriEtics" of opittl: ''hdoa? 
capital," "merchant's capital," "money-!cndcr'sv -PI- 
tal," "industrial capital" (ot capital in its gcncnl or 
proper sense) ; etc. Collectively, howeocr, all tame 

But besides constant and variable capital, there arc 
the subsidiary categoric+f;Ced and circdah'tlg capital. 
Many people frequentIy confuse these various foms.or 
manifestations of capital. It is not unrxrkon, even 
among students of Mam, to f;nd those who .mist& 
$xed capita1 for constant capital, and ~irculari~tg 
for varinble capital. J 
To summarize, we distinguish bctweea &natant 
and variable c'apital. We also distinguish betweea fixed 
and circulating capit%L As we have just sem, constant 
capital is that part of capital which is invested in ma- 
chinery, implements in general, raw material, etc., Vari- 
able capital is that part of capital which is invested in 
labor power, Fixed capital is a part of constant capi- 
tal, that part which does not change its use form ime-  
diately or quickly in the produ~tive process, (machines, 
buildings, etc.) A linotype machine remains rt linotype 
machine as often as it is used until it is finally dis- 
car,ded. The parts of-the machine which may be a i d  
to be worked into the new product are computed on an 
annual percentage basis, usually ten per cent. This is  
charged to the depreciation account which meaqs that 
in, say, ten years the entire value of the machine has 
been written 08 the books, that is, it ips been transfer- 
red to the products produced for that period. On this I 
supposition the machine assumes the money form by 
degrees, until at the end of the ten years it bas. com- 
pletely assumed this form, whereupon it is reconverted 
ffom money into a machine again. - 
Circulating capital consists in variablC npitnl and 
those parts of constant capital which are not fixed, as, I 
for example, raw materials, and auxiliary mateqials 
(coal, gas. oil, eh.1, and which are directly transferred \ to or absorbed in the product. In so far as these mate- 1 
t 
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ire entirely consumed in the lab& proceaoi they 
-fer dseiif value entirely to that product, aqd become 
transferred into money, and f r m  money into raw 
mte~ak, ert., again. Hence, &is capital is constantly 
' brdating. AlI fixfixed capital is constant capital, but 
trot an m t & t  capital is fixed. Fixed and variable , 
ceordingly, cannot be- used as polar q r e s -  
1 
, 
Msm, in a memorandum on the subject, pauses to 
po'iat oqt that previous economists had confused fixed 
tapit91 with conatant capital, ctc. As he put it : 
"Apart from the fundamental rnistak-e con- 
founding of the categories ' h d  capita1 md circulating ' 
capital' with, the categories 'constant capital and vari- 
abIe c a p i t a l f 4 e  mafusion of the economists in the 
-' mqttw of definitioqs .is based on the f oIlowing points, 
, stc . . . . . Ramsay. . . . . also confounded fixed capital 
with constant capitd. . . . 
It io nbpiously of vital importance to note and re- 
' member these distinctions between constant capital and 
fixed capital, on rbe one hand, and variqble and circu- 
hting capital on the other, in any serious discussion on 
, the question of capital. Professorial economists and 
capitalist apologists, and confounders- of the term and 
- concept capitd, arc pbviotwly +eager to trip up the 
Mamist and to attempt to create the appearance that 
he either does not know his subject, or that Manr him- 
selk is fuadamentaUy wrong in his analysis of capitalist 
n. The examples cited in the foregoing of 
usion and copfounding of what should be re- 
d ar a simple subject in our day constitute suff i- 
ming to be oq guard. ' 
v. 
Apart from the mysterious and mythical pctptibil- 
ity of capid  to pain, fear, anger, etc., it dm, reco* 
ing to its owners and their Iackcys, poswslrtr, or shotrld 
poasers, privileges, like human beings. Stonpfaccd, 
hard-eyed gentlemen talk mysteriousty about thc part 
capital plays 'in production, and about the rights of 
rsrpital which lrbor musr respect! And what is this 
capital, this mysterious force which is equal to, or 
placed above, labor? Stripped of all mysticisms, of all '& 
. irrelevancies, it, os we have seen, is nothing elst than' d f  
pas! and dead lrbor, in the shape of instruments of 
production, ctc. Machines, plants, etc,, privately owned, 
constitute crrpitat. And as all men know, these ma- 
chines were produced by Iabor, hence, as said, represent ' 4 
past labor cxpmdcd, or dead Iabr. Namc the thhg 
needed in social prddudon which labor has not prc6- 
1 
ously supplied, or which it does not supply from day. 
to day1 And the workers supply the inventive genius, 
tbe managerial ski, the will and tbe power which keep 
the productive mechanism in constant operation. Whcn 
present norken operate these machines, ctc., it means, 1 
then, that present and living labor is joined to past and 1 
dead labur, and tbe r t d t  is the abundance of good I 1 
things aIi around u ~ o l e l y ,  then, the product of 1 -  
bor, yet for the greater pstt denied to labor. 
If we remember thcsc simple truths, the seeming 
mystery ~urroundiig capital disappears. If we only 
I 
remember that capital is simply a term given to the 1 
' Nigs labor produckd in the past, but wKkh were $toren 
from labor, and used by the thitvcs to extract more 
wealth from riving Iqbor, the foolishness and dishon- 
esty of those who prate abut  capital in term of a hn- 
man being, and who demand rights for capital, become 
> 1. 
. . 
.+ 
&at. T h e  kdm @ a f d  and m f u a c  simple quea- 
. b b  perform dbe . b m h c t  h this tale of juggling 
W tmns, ''qpibd*' urd "capitalists:' When they say 
:&at capid has riglib, that it is "ncms,"  that it L 
'Yearful" of this or rhat politician or govcrnmenta1 dic- 
"tamr, or t b r  capital is n&d in production, they do 
mean the absurd thing that madin-, etc., has 
,"rights," ttlc., a., nor the obvioua thing that machin- 
w, ek., is needed in proddon. They d&cntelyi 
confound, their victim8 by confusing capital (i.e., m e a s  
of pmductim) with the ptivrste o w w s  of capital ( i .~ . ,  
the capitalist m c r s  of the means of proddon), If 
khey WQc tb say what red9 is m their &ds, they 
. . would sag' that wpitah have aerettt, whrral rights 
m capitahts, znd that capitdisk arc needed in &a1 
pwduction, and th t ,  &ty realize, d d  be as patent 
, .a fraud, and as sbviaua an abptdity, as if they were 
ta say that thieves have natural or mcjd righta as 
~ b v c s ,  or that potato buga are needed to grow .pots- 
h s  l And so, in aieight-of-brmd fashion, they bedevil 
the issue by implying something.which is d d c d  by the 
plain and weif known facta--~~lmething which k the 
nahrc af t h ' i  is nat and &uId not be w. 
Another absurd statement oft- heard is that ''capi- 
td and labor arc Brothers"; that "what is p d  for 
capital b p o d  for labor," ctc. We can now perceive 
tht pa1pabiIiq of this fraud. It is ~bvioar +at ma- 
chinery and the workers are not, cannot be, brothers. 
It just docs not makt sense l It is equally absurd to say 
that machinery, ek., and. the workem have common in- 
terests. The thought it is. intended to mnvty is &at 
the cspi~lipts and the atwkc~s  arc brothers. Yes, thq 
are "'brothers" exactly in the s a w  acme that the &Mh- 
. tm slave omer and his Ncgm slave were brothers- 
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no more, no less! They are "brothereN exactly in the 
.sense that the tiger and the lamb, b i d e  bim are "b& . 
erg'-no more, no less1 It is in the interest of the 
cupifalist, to buy labor power as cheaply as possible in 
the Iabor market, It is in the interest of the amtker 
to sell ,that labor power as dearly as possible. 
And the longer the capitalist cm make thc working 
day, the bctter he b e s  it, whereas it is obviously a- 
retry the .reverse with the. worker. Morcovcr, and that 
is of determining importance, the capitalist is rr para- 
site, pure and simple. .He lives mlely oh the unpaid 
Iabor of the workers. T o  get rid of this parasite, of 
thii incubus, is naturally in the interest of the workers. 
And so it is ,as absurd to speak of "brotherhood" be- 
tween capitalist and worker as it is to speak of capital 
and labor being brothe-though for differenr reasons. 
Since cupitd, properly understood, represent3 the 
means af production and all that relates .thereto, and 
all these havirg been produced by labor, though dC 
vowed from labor'through a system of Iegality, which 
has no more social validity now than the slavehotder's 
legal ownership of the Negro had once the C i d  War 
indicated the end of chattel slavery, it foUows that dl 
that is needed is simply to bring together the machines 
and the w o r k e ~ i n u s  the private ownem, the thicv- 
ing capitah-nd effect an organization (an indtu- 
trial organization) enabling society to produce- for the 
needs of all. And by all is meant those who in one way 
or another are needed to help produce wealth, and, of 
course, the children, the sick and infirm, but it dtfinitdy 
does not include the present private owners of wealth 
production, and their servants and retainers, except in 
so far as they accept the status of useful Iabor. With 
the workers organized in industrial units to carry on , 
. .<' * 
. L; 
I 
- 
p&& for dsd, the Pnstitiztion of private propertp 
. s*bmrs, ar a' the p&cal agencies now needed to 
~6~11t~ phpt&y* ' And with the disappearance 
d &&e, cagitd as such will also 'sappear, that is, the 
k t m n y m t s  of prodtzdon, etc., will lose their capital 
diarsrcter, md simply become what they ar-cans 
'f~r~producing use values for the consumption of the 
producers, &cdy as the Negro emancipated ceased to 
be a chattel, a piece of merchandise, though naturally 
remaining what he really was, a human being who hap- 
eened to be black-skinned. Gone also, then, will be 
. the market in the sense the term now conv~ys, hence 
also the quest for foreign markets, the primary cause 
sf wars and of the rise of gangster dictatorships. And 
with inter-regional sociaI-productive arrangemetits the 
world over, the things needed everywhere for social 
production, h u g h  found ody in certain parts of thP 
world, PPiU be distributed when 'and where needed on 
- an equitable basis, Artificial boundary lines will cease 
to be more than reminders of a dead past or simple 
', and harmless survivaIs of linguistic differences. And 
the earth's bounties and nature's blessings will be 
brought into harmonions relations with man's needs, 
and his capizcity for satisfying these needs unhindered 
illusions and propagandized fears and super- 
In thus exposing the sham nature of the claims 
made for capital by the capitalists and their defenders, 
we have at the same time revealed the! disease which 
is attacking society, and which keeps it in a state of in- 
ternal disordets, and the only useful cIass, the wage 
workers, in misery and poverty. And, finally, we have 
'indicated the remtdy-the Socialist industria1 organ- 
ization of-the workers to administer the means of pro- 
- 
3r 
duction as won as the artificial 'quality of -pita& and 
the legal dabis of the present, capitrliats, have been 
emcclItd through the social rtvolution, egected prima- 
rily through the baIIot-box+iviIiztd man's noblest at- 
testation of social rights and wrongs. ' 
. I 
'(W P e  Mwth s, 1938.) 
There is probably no subject an which so much con- 
fusion premib as on &a of wages and prices. One 
$&t add " ~ ~ u c , ' *  but the average "statesman" knows 
, d i n g  abwt v z h e  in so far an hc uses value as 
& @mym tor price, and then, of mucsc, he still knows 
' W e  or nothifig about it. Recently .President Roosci. 
vclt% "pri-tudy" cvrmmittce [February r8, rg38 ] 
, 
m@ ib report: It is signed by the rn~fnbcta of the . 
cbmmittee, Henry Morpthau, Semtary of the Trea- 
s q ,  Henry A Wdace, Secretary of Agricukurt, 
Rantas Ptrkina, h-rp b# Lzbr, Msrriner M s ,  
C4~imnirn df the Board of GO~trnom of the Federal 
R ~ q e  Systtm, stc The report is r gem1 A one 
finlshcs reading it, the qe&n imt@iately prc~cnts 
+ hdf: h k  these ladfes and $endmen rational human 
, b h ~ ,  or are they s d e r i q  from somc st- mdady 
which ca~11es &a to d m  tbIngs that art upside domi 
as if they were right.de up t I t  is as if thq might be 
saying: We are pifig to have zero weather  orr row, 
so let's go ,and cool ofi at the sea shore1 
AIthongh &ere is r studiom avoidance of thc 
phrase "price mntrol," that is precisely what the Pre* 
idtnt proposes. He cab his plan "a balanced system 
of prices." He might have called it aboIitim of prica, 
and it would still bc price control. There is significance 
ih this studied a v o i h ~  uf the term "price control." 
One might rcamnabIy Infer that the President and his ' 
committee rdiaed the abnrdity and hpdasncss of . 
controlling or rewlating pticw while wpitrrEim still ap- 
crates, and, tithcr pdsing'sclfidduai~n, or attempt- 
mg to delude the rest of us, chose the meaningless and 
seemingly innocuous p h w  " b ~ d ~ r i c c s . "  The gen- 
eral trend of the argument seems to be that piices of 
certain commodities must be determined in reIation 
to prices of certain other commodities, between "price 
levels and 4 e  level of debt burdens and cost," and by 
the :'direction and rate of the g8naral price lcorel."ll 
But, once again, a11 this jargon might have been dis- 
pensed with, and the President and his committee might 
hate contented themselves by saying: "Prices must be 
contplled; we qon't h o w  how we are going to do it, 
but we'll do it arbitrarily; and we'll do it when wt 
think it is proper to do it." 
Now, prices may be momentarily changed by rrtifi- 
cid mzttrh,  that is, by inflation. But idstion in it- 
self would change nothing, except that it might act as 
a means of qropriating individuals and groups ynablc 
to stand the effecta of inflation, as we witnessed in Ger- 
many following the war. It would also affea wages 
momentariIy, that is, until tbtp had been adjusted ta 
the new "price Itvtl." Othemist inflation will, of 
course, age@ all commodities in approximately the same 
degree, and prerendy the identical situation would pre- 
vail. For it should be perfectly dear, even to a New 
Deal "ecoaomist," that if today wc have--ong week's - 
cost of suhiatcncc=$zo, with, an i n m e  of $20, and 
tbmormw we h a v ~ n e  week's cost of aubsistencc= 
$qa with an income of $ m r e c i s e l y  nothing has 
changed. 
For wages, being nothing dw than tbt price of tht 
labor power of the workers, will, of course, respond to 
inflation l i e  the price of any other commodity, modi- 
bd only by the law of supply and dcman-at is, if 
w e ~ t h * t t h e v a l u e r ~ ~  Inshort, 
if.thftgureoahhaidmef mogultionirherrad 
in the identical dcgme nothing L changed. Or, as Marx 
pub it: 
"It would be dw aa if the State were to d c  
the on-d b i  mpmscnt a fifteen dmca less v a b  
able mctd 8r a fifteen times smaller weight of gold. 
Nothing would be chmpd but the aommclaturc of the 
,*tandadibf price. . . . Simt the name would now stand 
h r . a  fifteen h m  smaller yanrity of gold, the prices 
of , all m d ~ t i c s  would incrcose fifteen timer and 
two hundred and ten miam o~le-pomd bills would 
,now be a d y   at^ nccemry as fourteen millions had 
been before." 
if it be argued that the price of labor power 
(wages) wadd nor rise with the rise in the genet31 price 
level, the answer is that there would have. to be a spe- 
cial circumstance M -me the exception, and that special 
circumstance would have operated on the old price 
Ievel exactly r s  it: supposedly d d  do on the new price 
Icvcl. 
AU #this dote not mean that monkeying with the 
currency muld not have a disastrous effect on produe* 
tion and pr0pel.t.g rights. It would, the extent dcpmd- 
iag upon the suddcnra~ars of the infletion, md'tht de- 
gree. When order d d  again bc restored, a rcdi* 
tribution of wealth would have b e a  with' 
mdth concentrated into fewer hands, and the ranks of 
the proletariat hcileased by tRc influx from the upi. 
&st Ass-that is, thore who lost everything would 
have to go to work for o wage, or s tarv~ 
If Prtidcnt Rmsevelt and his ~ m u n i f t c t  had the 
*htcse inM'ig of h e  real nature of prices, wages, 
and, of: mtusc, wlut of commoditieh they could never 
I 
h , ave ,g~oscd  prk~ .esntrul (to m the tern ; 
for. ti+yj ,ewM. have understood Wit -if t~ + &. ' 
in .ao:loeg mn; and that to the extent t hq  tnight nb-. 
mentarily succeed through the desperate means of b 
B a t h , .  the1 wdd..&ply still hrthcr widemhe the 
sqcial system .~hkb..hey am so dcs$erattly to 
save. For ;&ey m& hurdly ,delude &mstivw ta dm, 
exterrt, of irn@&ing thht they can canindefinitely contra1 
idationt .b"l,.+[fie StatcJ may &row inta rirdationd 
any desired w t i t y  of paper b i b  of wh4ctmi denom- 
iqqtion, but wid. the mechanical act h control da~es. 
O w  in lttkd: grip 9jf -&ir~tlkth and the &ken of e&e 
a* papar, mrrcy - b w e s  subject to i t s  hi& W?' 
(Mam.) . I L  
The .very dosignation "price" praIudcs art;fikal 
controt exactly as e ydrdstick precludes t I a s W i ,  
01: as the mercury on r themmeter prdudes arbitrary 
fixrty. Price is not .somethhg h t  has bccn handed 
dPm ffom ,above; p k e  reflecta ccrtain definite et& 
nomic facts under r social -tern which products co* 
modities, that is, articles for sale in the market. Prke 
is first of alI the expression of the w a h d  of a comodi- 
ty-the monetarp expression of value, as Mam pots 
it: Price is determined kwdiatdy by the colldition 
of the market. That is, if the supply of a e o m d t y  
is plentiful and the h n d  weak the prlcc will be low. 
Converse.ly, if the supply is limited, and the demand is  
keen, the price will be high. But "low" or "high" as to 
what ? , Since price. is simply the moraetarp. c;rrpmssioh 
of d u e ,  the question, then, to answbr is: m a t  b ,  
value? Value is, in the words of Msnr, "a mere con- 
plation of homogeneous human labor, of hbak 
cxpalrd~d without rrgurd to the mode of. its mp& 
3 ~ 6 , ' '  That is, just as a string.of f f g p r ~  may te* 
&#'A 1 1  r' 7 $';,' . I I .  ,: 
I I 
nquted two hwn for'itr ptodutb'oa; aad n p+ii of 
~ W W  fm:iPou~ W o - h ~  would exihange # a ~  a pair 
: 4irttaarC: %+-wit e o g c i " s e ~ ~ 3 . h ~ t h  hg.m eairt. 
a m d d e ~  d;at'~th&+v&t. But if the madiet is glut- 
ttdiancf them iu a lack bf+desirc to possess a particular 
a ' C O J I W O ~ ~  &C p&e .will fall -below .the value mf 'he 
'ad&* and vice versa. ."l[n:tfsc Iong &, however, 
tk$' 'ab' '  rsd ljMo*'' rill rrnrel each o t h w ; i l ~ y ~  
m a h Q l a & g r W  pih rncrtly reflect .the relation ,be- 
. t ~ -  qd demand As tHe ultimate, controlling 
bricn!fao~oz wds &, far it- is srrauhd value that 
,priCw e t c .  4 If is deb, &en, th& the Iess socidlly 
q r p  labor .drge (&$re is . incorporated . in rt cob- 
~ f l ~ d h  the lower is its .rrirlrre, hence, evcntu~lIy, and 
. &erp:dkp Whg &pal,. the bwer is the pri~c o$ the 
~ o c E i t y Y  .Or the mom socUyn&s~ary  /abor h c  
a ~ , c o n t B ~ h s ,  thtc higher i s b i t s  value, again, d 
othwldbp hing.cqdllL 
. Accodi&yI &I ordar to~lowar prirts '(barring ao 
i B i d e d  or r#~d drmmtances), the amount of 
i d l y  labor tkempst ba'rerfaced. Prim can 5 .a$ moni-$y scsicity (which k e r n s  
;- , that :the m t n m d i ~  w d d  dl uhme. its value), of by 
'- 4 R d d  mcmwhfidog, a. Both w d d  in "rinffa bt 
s &a aod adjtmd- Tha~mrmal~tandektp k of mume, 
for p i c a  to deelinc, rhn the . n o d  andeohp h fiir 
-he to d d k .  And v&e dodin- W b d h b t  
is required to produce c o d t i m .  "knd & w & b ~ . b  
requied to produce c a m d $ i b s  brmm tb .pdue  
ti* of hbor constantly incrtaser. And the p m t b  
- rivity of lobor is ,constantly .inerased b u s e  I m p d B  
. I machinery is  constantly ihtroduocd which makes it ps$. dblc to produce more cwnnioditim in the same h a ,  ,lot 
the samc quantity of comrraodides in .Imo time, w h i i  
comes to the samc thing. 
Wages are Jmilarly affected. TAc wage. iir simply 
the price of labor power. Labor power is r commoctky 
whose value is determined like that of ail otkcr 
modities. Let us suppose thkt labor power cPn.bt pra- 
dwed (or replaced) at an txpenditurc of m houm 
of labor--that is, thrt food, shelter, clothing and a 
family "cost" rwo hours of aociallg ncccrrsa y labor time 
p'er day. Suppose further that the worker rclls hi& la- 
bor power to a capitalist for fivc dollars per day. FTvt 
dollars is then the monetary expression of the' value of 
l a b r  power. But if the worker only gave his bona two 
hours of Iabr, the latter would aimply be replacing the 
fivc dollars he had handed his wage slave. And so it's , 
in the "contract" thrt the wage slave is to work, say, 
eight hours for his boss. In other words, the worker 
h r k s  two hours for himself, and tlix hours for his boss, 
ard for six hours of labor the besj pays him nothhg. 
It is cleat that the value of the commoditia produced 
by the worker is not determined by what it costs the 
worker to produce his own value, as L somches 6 
trkedy stated. The value of a commoditp b solel$ 
determined by the -fit of labor b e  required for 
itr production, and necessary undtr =train swid condi- 
tions. ,Accordingly, it is equally erron- to rnnctt 
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' t Roger L. B~bmtl isn~e.great.prcscm4y pmphet 
of pfofim. TbNs  ,word I and middIing wpi- 
&ts listen with bated heath. One might perhaps 
bmEtt sap &at "AS B * b m  goes, w goca .Crtpitdm.!' 
. But that would~.be an optical and,, .in m a i n  &cum- 
stancts, a fstd, dlusiah Far one thirtg, the s l o w  
~hodd r e d ,  "As eapibfiw goes panicky, rto p s  Bsb , 
iran papidry.!' For mother, wise cnough thstrgb Bab 
' ~41.bqhC1$Bhtmisjsdgctheopeedofuend:,andno. 
his .clietlbs, if they folfrrwed. him blindlp, rnlght gtt 
' cstnght ''&ort," . -: 
, Nmrthclc* and. eotwithstanditlg, Mr. Babsan is 
a vise man in his emtion. He possesses the instinct 
of the preying wo f f "  , .combiicd with or great deal of exr 
pcrientc in matters financial. He generally knows when 
to "foUoh through," and .why'  to "lie low." In 'r 930, 
for instance, taking a "Iang range" backward glance 
it the devdopmmt of American capitalism, eth a ' 
view df &tsrmhbg the cause of the "dq~ressiun," Mr. 
Babson rather sagely' obsmed : . , . 
. "Our pmsgt troubles started not in 1929, but in 
1770, the birthday of the famed industrial mm1ution. 
The change from p d s  made at  home, by h a d ,  to 
., gtqb made in factories, by power machinery, n s b a  ' ' 
rcw1uorl of c y d a k  intsitg. It whirled tht world 
" in a s r i  It b- with the invention of thc steam 
trlginc. 
"Mass pmdwtion is madas m&~tdactu&g. b 
stcad of seven thousand men, a certain job requires 
d y  swenty men when handled by modern methods. 
Those figurm art not figurative but actual. The moat 
startling output of machicry is its putout of men. 
"Whenewr you see a steam ahovel digging for the 
foundations of a skyscraper, .you will rmlwaya notice thatl 
the pit is rimmed with a crowd of idlers watching the 
machime at work--they are symbolic1 In an industry 
such as automobile manufacturing, the' developments of 
ten years have rcduccd the labor requirements for a 
givm production from a hundred workers to about 
twenty-five worken. In various- uther industries pro- 
duction in the list few years haa been stepped up fifty 
per cent, or one hundred per cent, while simultaneously 
labor has been pared down about ten per cent. For 
production as a whole, a rough estimate of unit output 
is ail folIows: twenty-five yearn ago, one hundred men; 
today, seventy-five men ; twcnpfive years hence, fifty 
men-" 
Not so bad for a d y e d - i i ~ t h ~ o o l  capitalist tcono- 
mist, and counselor to Wall Street investors. Mr. 
Babson correctly places his finger on the source of c a p  
italism's trouble (though hd dots not name it precise 
ly) , namely, THE LAW OF-VALUE. The Mamian 
Ilrw of value, briefly, decrees that ever larger quantities 
of commoditiers may be and (given competitive capitol- 
ism) &It be produced at an ever decreaned expenditure 
of s~c1'rslly necessary labor time. As a corollary of that 
law of vakc (which, within capitalist produdon, oper- 
ates with the same intscapsrMe certainty and regularity 
as the Iaw of gravity in the field of physics), thtrc art 
to be noted the concentration of capital, further dis- 
placement of labor by the machine, the increased com- 
. . 
- 1  -, 
- 
+ tion in thr .world market, and military collisions 
to, which it i&*aMy lea& as we witness today in the 
expadon mom ~f Nazi Gemany, Fascist Italy, and 
p l u ~ e e c r r t i c  J a p  
The law pf value does not say: "The more you la+ 
bsr, the more your product is worth." It does say! 
"The kss you labor in a ma=r that is socially ,useful, 
or necessary, the less your product is worth." Or, 
conversely, the more s o t i d y  necessary labor time you 
vest k a prodm the greater its d u e ,  It further says 
that the greater the productivity of labor (that is, the 
laborer), thu Iawer the value of the laborer. For the ' 
-1ue of the commodity h b r  power is in inverse ratio 
to quontity of commd16es produced, a d  pod#- 
kbb, Hence, if labo~~mvhg, or Eabor-dbplacifig, ma- 
&incry ia introduced, more commodities arc produced, 
aed mure w r k s r s  are d u ~ p e d ,  idle, into the Labor Mar- 
ket. Labor power, r commodity, is bought and sold in 
: the LABOR MAR=, And so we find that the glut- 
ting of the labor market prmeeds alongside a glutting 
of. the general commodiuits market. Commodities, gcn- 
erally rpcoking, arc inanimale t h i n w r ,  when they 
' are not, their living or dying does not matter greatly, 
and certainly no ethical principles are involved in their 
Gving or dying. But with the commodity labor p w c r  
the situation is &fttrenf For the laborer is also a hu- 
, 
' 
man being; the theologians say he has an &mortal 
- d, and dl agree now that the unempIoyed worker, 
however auptrfluor#l in the capitakt scheme of things, 
cannot be poisoned, or put in-a gas chamber, or sent to 
. the glue factory. However mpcrflwous from the -pi- 
' talist mdpoint, somehow his status as a human being 
has to be rcmgnized, and so the commodity problem of 
hbor power results eventually in st so& problem is 
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~mmodity, viz,, the worker. But -&E .s 
that problem i n ~ l v e s  the settlement of the 
pmbIem. For so Iong as capitalism prev 
bound to be t labor marker. So long as 
bor market there is bound to be a labor 
iem, or briefly, a labor problem. And th 
spells a s o k t  problem. 
To the Bab~oas this so&d problem 
to the proposition of acceptam as hator 
the periodic cyc1es of capitalist "prosp 
sions, crises, etc., with their concomita 
ment on a huge salt, intensified co 
ruptcies of "middling" and ma11 ca 
etc., etc. This situation, to Mr. 
thing mere man can do anything 
involves a 'natural law--as Mr. Bab 
"Those who feel that panics art p w  merelp a 
of historicaI i n t c ~ s t  are makihg a great kistakr. 
t as the ocean tides will continue to ebb and flow, 
so will the economic tides c o n h e  to rise and fall. 
There is no Suprme Court which can declare the law 
of action and reaction uneonstihitionrl." 
We1 spoken, indce& cap 
and for all time, as the $ absons 
the sane Marxima reject it as such. 
The story is told of Cassandra, 
Priam of Troy, that &e was gifted 
see. And foreseeing the destructio 
claimed it, her wail& echoing an 
the halls of her father's palace. 
r Bobson prodaims the deanmion 
though he professes to see its' safe 
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- ' and q u l a t s a  thrErtidtr of tbE o c m  Considering the 
standing of Mr. Babson in the world of capitalism, it 
I is worth quoting some of his utterances on the preseni 
1. situation, and what he ~nce ivcs  to be the prospects 
. ' for the immediate hture. To capitalists he presents 
a gloom# p i c t u r ~ t  Iwt, if they grasp the implica- 
-,  tions of what be is saying. Let us listen to h h  for a 
few mbmmb. To begin Priith, he says: "There is, of 
. coum, ehg to b;a another depression mmc time,'' 
WcIl, that settles that1 He then goes on: 
"When this next crash will come 1 dm not now kpw. 
' 
No one knows. Bur able men are bcghmhg to think 
atwutit ~eyarenot faEngprey to thebe l i e f t i a t  - 
control of credit, managed money, and other legidation 
cah prevent another crash. The characters may be 
different, but the dot will be the same. 
"Buisintss b now above nomal. It will continue 
to rise. Commodity prices will increase, retail trade 
will swell, real estate will soar, stocks will make 'new 
highs.' We may have the biggest boom in our whok 
history. But over-expansion will take place somewhere 
along the chain! Sooner or later a weak link will 
b~eak. 
"Some of the factors which will probably m p  the 
' 
chain art imtalknmt sdling, public spending, crop 
loam, high construction costs, or mad world armament 
races. Some of those trends are already pretty far 
along today. . 
"Take insttolIment financing, for instance. Hundreds 
of articles are now being bought on 'he.' Xncomes 
for months ahead are mortgaged by 'time' payments. 
'Easy payment' plans accounted for about 65 ~ e r  cent 
I 
4P 
of the rutomobil~ aalcr so far this year [rgJ7j  1 
mail-order houses now handle $10 orders on 'time,' " 
And he continues: , 
"Many people feel that Washington, while not be- 
ing able to prevent another depression, can at Icailt 
shorten its length .and severity. I disagree. I believe 
exactly the opposite. I feel that the country ib going 
into the next depression with so much more debt and 
so many unseasoned laws that the panic may be worn 
than the last one.'' 
And as to unemployment, he offers this: 
"While ml1ions of workers lost their jobs from 
t930 to 1934, other millions were kept on the payroll 
by considerate ernplayen, who feIt they could get along 
with less personnel. Now with the new unemployment 
insurance program and the precedent of federal relief, 
employers and cornunitits will quickly dump the whole 
load in Washington's lap." 
And he winds up on this Ate: 
I "The only possibIe flaw I see in my program is the 
threat of inflation. T o  stave off the incvitabIe panic, 
the government might launch a currency inflation p r ~  
gram that *odd create the wildest~boom we havc ever 
wen Eventually, of course, the boom would col.llapsr; f but in the meantime those who had kept their fund, in 
cash and bonds would have been wiped outl" 
"EventualIy, of course, the boom would collapse." 
Precisely, Mr. Babson ! And 'you might havc added : 
"Eventually, of course, capitalism will collapse." 
The apologists for the plutocratk-the Lippmanna, 
the Dorothy Thompsons, and the rest of the "plut* 
p j p s , ' '  to i re  he dwriptivc phrau coined md a p  , 4 
plied to these ~pohgista by Pmfcmor T. V, b i t h  of 
the University of Chicago*--these pktbocr~tk @W ' 
mntin~al lg '~a~  about the beauties of capitalism if mph 
MI and labor wosd only stop quarrelling. They extol 
the democracy wc enjoy in plutocdtic America, and 
cu~trast wt vaunted liberties with the situation in Ger- 
many, Italy, Japan, and so forth. Let us $rant that 
we are still able to indulge in certain civilized activities 
which are taboo under those gangster goverrunenb, 
but the question reduces itself simply ta one of degrct. 
What the p1utwratic apologists carefully refrain from 
discusdng is the fact that the ovcmhelming majority 
of the useful people in this country arc reduced to 
slavery-wage slavery-and subjected to the fiercest 
process of exploitation. This vast majority of the 
people of the United States enjoy no libe&s, no dc- 
mocracy, in the field where these matter most--on the 
economic field-& field of production. Here they 
are slaves, working for a slave's p i t t a n c w c r e  food, 
shelter and clothing, mostly wrfit for decent human be- 
ings-and they do not even have the security generally 
accorded the chattel slave in pre-Civil War-days. 
I 
*Explminiag tht mtaaing of ' * p l u m n  PPotanmr Smiib m: 
w t  all know as tbe wb, m h k  &e 
aebo of blr own for ahc vmy h-t. of brmrmltg- P b  
how-, i a  mt m WCU k m  nm rb i d m W .  Ph- 
togogut ia the voice OF the wdthy whm iQey an no baser far 
ehmmlvta, tbt  mcemor of the p l u m t  d ather d*gl. & k aot 
A M ,  but Allah's public n h d ~  &L Y ~ I  4 W hb A I 
P m w  ia tbe dmno d our wbhthkd Wdtsr U v  d o u r m w G l m n F r p n l m .  Y a u w I # c a g m t l y f d h p d a r d  
~ t n t b s t v l t o g h t i e r e ~ o f ~ l a t e I v ~ m d o u t ~ p r e c  
satEdwasd&maa."wtura~tatheproC-fortZ#- 
4 he bra &, rmd fm app- It w dehkdy mad t m m d y  W 
the wtstan&ing -tatiw of U p h r m . "  El& *le h l l  
u n m a d  that "plutogogw" aad '2ippwm'' are -. 
Essatirlly, then, the khns, tbe Lippmrtm and . 
a11 the other wcll paid-phtogogua are at ow with re- 
spect to prcscrvia3g capitalism. Babmn, howeer, is 
realistic, and abo confines himself chiefly to adviS;ng 
. - the plutocracy as to when and where to invest, and how 
and when to withdraw investments. That is important, 
but far more. important is it for the .plutocrats ta have 
their slaves kept in the proper mental condition, and 
the Lippmannr . are doing their utmost dong rhat line 
in order to earn their "wages" of $60,000 (or more), 
which they pocket annualIy. And because the work of 
the Lippmatmu is so impartant, their bedevilling and 
mentally cornifing stuff. appears as 'Ifeamrcs" on 
prominent pages, whereas the Babsoas present their 
stuff on the financial pages, which are rarely read by 
wage slaves. 
. But shrewd as arecthe plutogogues and financial a& 
visers of the plutocracy, they are but fools when it 
' comes to matters revolutionaty, and the prospects and 
possibilities of continuing the cursed system of capitd- 
ism. In these respects tbey will be proved history's 
laughing-stock.. And we know how mercilessly history 
can laugh by Iooking back and reviewing the atttmpta 
made to save earliei. despotisms and robber systems by 
the contemporary apologists of those system. And 
we who today are in the forefront of the battle for 
social revolution and human freedom will be Iaughhg 
in unison with history, while the Lippmanns sophisti- 
cate, the Dorothy Thompsons "yell to high heaven,'' 
and the Babsons utter Cassandra wails in the ha& df 
the plutocracy! Despite them all, we say (and we are 
taking steps to make good what we say) that- 
h 
CAPITALISM MUSTBE DESTROYED. P I ,  
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-OR POWER AND THE 
POWER OF LABOR 
(W4skBy Pa* * as, 193s.) 
t a b  [Lab power] 4 like m y  other armmodi~ fn 
mnrlrrr-in- the demand for it, and yw In- 
c n u c  ohc prja of It,--A-m -Annrul Ma- 
nage. Dccrmkr, 1m. 
Tbt dbtinguishing ~ign d slavery Is b have price. 
md to bn h g h t  fqr it.-Jobm Rwhh. 
I. 
We art approaching the election in what thus far 
has proved the most fated year ( 1938) in American 
history sincc the bombrrdmcnt of Fort Sumter, which 
precipitated the long and bbody civil war in which the 
fundamental issue war whether or not chattel slavery 
should bc ended Strictly speaking, we should say "in 
the world's history," rather than American history, for 
the reason that white we of the United States are pri- 
marily concerned about the grave problem which Eon- 
fronts this country, and upon the proper solution of 
which depend the very lives and elementary rights of 
.the mass of the people in this country, it is impossible 
to disregard the momentous events which are transpir- 
ing in Europe, as w d  as in Asia and Africa. For the 
world has Iong ctased to be a collection of more or 
less isolated nations, ctased to be more or less =If- 
sufficient and indcptndcnt, having betome, instead, a 
community of political entities, none of which is self- 
contained-all of which arc interdependent. What is  
happening in China at this moment is profoundly af- 
fecting, in one way or another, the standard of living 
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and ultimate fate of millions of workers in the United 
Sratts; this is true also with regard to, the great Euro- 
. pean upheavd which m.cdndyrhrcatentd t6 @f the 
entire world in'.a .war of spch +ensions as to have 
rendered doibtful the survival of the social systm- 
capitalism-under which the mass of humanity every- 
where still barely draws breath. And the reason for 
that is plain: The basic cause of the savage war in 
China, and of the world-shaking events in Europe (and 
the, as yet, incidental stmggles in Africa) is to be found 
in the desperate struggle for cxiatcnce on the part of 
every so-called civilized (and stmi-civilized) countw 
the world over. The object of these struggles, for the 
greater part, is the conquest of foreign marka,  or the 
subjugation or elimination of other national units, 
through the attainment of which the supposed vi& 
rious nations hope or expect, to find the means that will 
enable them to terminate, or at least sospend, this dcs- 
perate struggle for existence. SwceasM in these tf- 
forts, and the victorious mations will enjoy tcmpomry 
prosperity (at least far their r?u~ig~class&s) ; ansac- 
cessful, and the masses in these -countdca are plunged 
into still greater povem a d  nameless misery. 
Two phenomena are evident as a rauEt of the 
process of .development of the Iast ccntu y or so. On 
themone hand, we witness an enormous increase in the 
capacity to produce the things needed by civilized man 
to sustain lifc, and enjoy it on a fairly wmfortable and 
rational basis. Machinery has made possible &at cnor- 
mous increase in productivity. On the other hand, we 
witness a huge increase in the world's population, cspc- 
rially 'in some of the important industrial colmtries, 
though the increase is  by no means tonfined to thew. 
But great as is the increase in the number of human 
5 0  
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beings on this globe, tha increase still trails far behind 
the increase in the world's capacity to produce goods. 
h d  yet, one of -the immediate caw- for the far-reach- 
ing events tha't are taking place in Europe and Asia is, 
nevertheless, the fact that in. some of the oldest and 
most highly industrially developed countries it has be- 
come impossible for the vastly increased populations of 
these countries to .exist within the political boundaries, 
which in the past made it possibIe for them to grow to 
maturity and great power, In other words, capitalism, 
viewed as a universal economic order, has developed 
' the world's productive capacity to the point where the 
needs of the earth's teeming millions could easily be 
satisfied, ~ t h  plenty for all. Bpt bxausc of the purely 
r ' artificial lines separating one country from another, and 
constituting barriers to intercourse, and because of the 
private ownership of the soiially needed means of p m  
duction, individud notions find it impossible to satisfy 
the needs of their particular millions, while elsewhere 
* other nations posacss the raw materials essential to the 
continued operation of the industries of the former, but 
which raw materials these latter cannot put to  profit- 
able use, or 8disspoose of profitably in r vanishing world 
market, with consequent atamtion and misery for 
their milIions of sufftrifig htmranitp. 
Stating the problem in simpIer terms, it can be 
said that world capitalism has outgrown its political, 
that is, national clothes. Being unwilling or unable to 
discard these "political clothes," such countrits as 
Japan, Germmy, Italy (to mention the most impor- 
tant) are being strangled to death within their conhe- 
mants, and, gasping for breath, k i r  millions of human 
beings on the verge of starvatiop, these duperate petE 
ples (acting th-rough their ruling classes, which happen 
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to bc organized XSF diceatomhips) ~ v a g d y  strike oul 
in total disregard of the hitheiqo rct~gnizud d m  of 
international intcrcoum, precisely as shipmckd or 
fire-trapped, human beinp wiU revert to brutal animal - - 
ism in order to escape death. And if we ask omelver ;fbd 
Why this contradiction between world saffidcncy and 
national insufficiency; why this contradhion bctwcen 
world abundance, this potentiality of suptrffuitics be 
yond our present ken, while miUions evtrywhcrt shrve, A I
the answer is simply: cupit~~lkm, or the capitalist s p  
tern. And if we examine the -pitaliat system, its laws > I  
and mode of production, we h d  the key that docks, \ I 
not only our national problems, but every social md 
economic problem which besets peoples evelywherc. 1 i 
Capitalism is the name given the mid system urt- 
der which the Iand, machincry, railroads and all h e  
means of production are owned privately by a anal1 
- ruIing class, while the vast majority operate these 
means of production in 'the service of the few owners. 
How the few came to own without working, while the 
vast majofity work without owning, is too long a story 
for recital here. Let us consider the facts just atated, 
which no rational and honest person can, or would care 
to, deny. The vast majority are people who work for 
a wage-if or when they find work? Having no pos- 
sessions, the means of production being held in private 
and exclusive ownership by the few (the capitalists), 
these millions of propertiless persons (the wage work- 
' en) must go .to the offiners and btg them for permis- 
sion to use the machines and plants of production in 
general. The capitalists wiI1, in effect, sap to these 
d 
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worktro: "We own is Imd, these railroads, these 
mines, thest oil web, %. machinery, ctc., etc., but they 
are uacI#sr to us without labor, or labor powr. On 
I 
the other hand, you have labor power, or ability to 
work at some job or other, but that labor power is no 
use to you unless you have access to the.land and ma- 
chines, etc., which we own, but can't operate ourselves. 
Very well, we will make a deal with you. If you d 
I 
agree to work for us, and let us kcep all you produce, 
' we will pay you back just enough ,to enable you to live 
and raise a family, Experience demonstrates, and .our 
experts estimate, that in two hours you can produce 
what you need in order to live and raise a family. We 
I - wiil allow you to keep for yoursdf what you produce 
in those two hours of labor, provided you will continue 
for six houra more, we to keep for aursehes everything 
you produce in that additional six hours. We own, 
and do no work, but we keep the buik of what you 
produce. You work, but own nothing; YOU produce all, 
I but you keep juat a d fractim of the things you 
.product. Fair enough?" 
I We& the toolless worker, himself and family stam- 
iog, is not likely to bt much concerned abut faimrs 
at this juncture, end sa he is likely to say, in effect: 
L 
"Verg weU, p0u own me and my life, because you 
" own that whereon my life, and the lives of my dear 
I ones, depend Z have no choice but to accept your 
terms, even if they do seem like the terns of highway 
robben. I find that the producta of my labor per hour 
, are worth $2.50 in the market, and so, as you say, in 
!- two hours I shall $am produced $5 worth, which is 
I what it cog& me to live r day. But since in dwoO hours 
I produce $5 wotth of wealth, it means that in eight i, h m  I produce $20 north. And ro, for the privilege 
of using your machinery, etc. (which I a d  my fttlow 
workers made for you in the p-) , Z will give ~ o u ~ $ r  5 
out of the $20 worth of wealth I create daily. Come 
-let's get going. . I and mine art hungry, wad there 
arc others outside trying to beat me to it. Here" my 
labor p o w e r 4  sell it to you for $5 per day, and you 
keep everything that 1 produce duritlg the day, day 
after day, week after week, as long as it pays yau tn 
ust me, and as long as I can stand it." 
Now, this is not the precise w a g e  af the buyer . 1  
and seller of labor power. but stripped of'all the hi- 
falutin verbiage, that is what it' amounts to. For the 
worker, in fact, sells his labor power to the owner df 
. thcplants, offices, etc.. etc.. and receives on the avenge 
a I d n g  wage, that and nothing more. In fact, at 
this stage he is lucky if he gets that. The Iabr  power, 
- or thc ability to labor, is a mlrblc "article," a piece of 
merchandise, or, in  more predsc language, bbor poetrclt 
u a t a ~ m o d i ? y .  Like at1 mmtnodities it commands a 
price. I n  the case illustmted that price wa-s $5 per day. 
The $5 expressed rhc value of the labor power, and 
that value, as we said, was equal to the quandty df so- 
cia1 necessities required by the worker to live and re- 
produce his kind. But, generally, the price tht worker 
may command for his labor power-his services, his 
ability to work--depends, like the price of 'all commodi- 
ties, on the supply and cternanGin this case of labor 
power in the market, of, in other .words, it depends on 
the number of workers competing Qr the available . 
jobs. 
At this point we pause long enough to point out 
that since the working class p d u c c s  all the social 
w d t b ,  and since thc workers only receive a fraction of 
that in mgcs (varying from one-fifth to onesixth, or 
54 
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krr, .sf +e, total t h ~  workers ppduce ) , it follows that 
by far the greater portion most ,he disposed of in the 
market-less t!~q amounb of course, awumed by the 
capi-t clrrss through lqurious living, and the .amount 
paid in t a x q  ct~. ,  in order to. insure protection to the 
capitalists of their unearned increment, a id  protection, 
also, fpr @C~E social sysr~m, capitalism, which enables 
the wpi4ista ' flcece the workers legally I And as 
tha dmestic rna~keq.cqprwt absorb all the surplus vaIue 
, ptoduced by the.workcrq foreign markets arc invaded, 
the ultimate rcsult of wh& W$ WE have already noted, 
' kthc clashes between compeiing nations, and all &at 
' thereby hag+ And d thjs basically because the 
w&en must, ia e b t ,  sell themselves as commodities 
in the Lbot market. ! 
When we say +at labor pawer is a commodity, we a 
are, in reality, saying. that &e laborer is a commodity. 
For when the l&ortr sells his commodity l ~ b o r  wwcr, 
he actually sells himself (even if it ia only by the day 
or week), since he cannot send his tabor power to the 
factory or office, while he remains at home reclining, or 
goes.pIesrsurc-hunting. And all commodities, as we d 
know, srd bought and sold in their respective markets. . 
,, Automobiles are sold in the automobile market; pota- 
tqes in thy  p o r n  market: chickens in the p d t r y  mar- 
ket; fish in fhe fjsh market, and cattle in the wtde mar- 
ket, etc, e And bbor is bought and sold in the la- 
bor mar&tt. # 
1 How do we' &rkcrs Ue. being classed as eominodi- 
r ties, and wld h e  potatoes in sacks, cattle on the hoof, 
or l i e  fish.gaspling for breath on the counter? We 
don't i'ie it at aU. But there are ssomt,wor'%Cra who , 
hug. at the idea of there being a labor market, where 
l a b  is being bought and sold The idea, Wing sold 
. l i e  daves on h e  blwkl Well, it is not exactly done 
on the bIock, but the effect is the same as if this were 
done. And if there be dduded workers who-deny the 
existence of a labor market, their capitalist ma&era arc 
more realistic. They know that thcrc is a labor mar- 
ket. For years the state of New York published a bul- . 
Ittin regdarly, dcaEng with the supply and price of la- 
- bor power (that is, of the workers) in the state, and 
the title of that bulletin was The Labm Markerf (Some 
politician must have diimvered that this title was a 
dead give-away, for it was later given a different, a 
more euphonious designation1 And at thc d d o n  of 
1938 voters of New York State were solemnly called 
upon to enact into law, and did enact into law, the 
propagition thst "Labor of human be*& is not a com- 
modity nor article of wmcrce and shaU n m  be so 
conn'dmcd ar constmcdp'l Yet tbt very law voted into 
effect carried this further provision that "employees 
shal1 have the right to organize and to bargain coHcc- 
tively. . . . " Bargaining implies purchasc and sale of 
artides or commodities. So that the law in the first 
place says that labor is not a commodity, prhercupon 
it goes on to say that the seller, labor, may drive a 
hard bargain for the sale of-what?--the commodity 
labor1 T h e  voters might with equaI logic and &CC* 
tivencss have enacted into law thrt'thc moon is made 
of green cheese, or that the earth is as flat ar s pan- 
cake I Yet, at the very moment that the politidrrnr in , New York called upon the voters to deny that which 
cconomic law under capitalism inexombIy decrees, El- 
mer F. Andreas, formerly Indwtria'l Canmiuioner b 1 
u 
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charge of the Ntw Yo& State Unemploymtnt Znsur- 
ante Bureau, and now administrator of the Federa1 
"Fair Labor Standard Act," in a radio interview on 
Ocrobtr 24, 1938, insisted that under the new "Wages 
and Hours" dispensation "the wagt-cutting mp1oyer 
no longer can beat down wages i u  an overstocked labor 
markcPI Mr. A n d m  in New York State argues 
that labor is no commodity, which logicalIy implies that 
there can be no labor market. But Mr. Andrews, Fed- 
eral Administrator, retorts that there is a labor market 1 
What else ir bought and sold in that labor market i f  
not the c m m d i t y  Nor?) Employment agencies r e p  
lasly send out to employers catalogues listing various 
kinds and quaiitics of labor power, with prices, jus t  as 
other firm send out catalogues of their goods, or like 
bookatores sending out book catalogues with titles and 
prices, ctc. Only the other day (October r a, 1938) 
the plutocratic New York Herald Tdbcrsc, repeatedly 
and in r cold-blooded matter-of-fact way, referred edi- 
torially to the bbor ~ r k e t .  Under the tide, "The Dis- 
tnrbing Mr. B'iggers" (Mr. Biggcrrs is the gentleman 
who, in thc sentice of the ftdeaal'government, had for 
his duty that of counting the resme supply of labor on 
the hoof--that b, to count the number of unemploytd ! ) 
-the Her& Tribzr*s says: 
''Then hc [Biggers] points out that there arc 2,- 
740,000 more m e n  at work or looking for work 
, than the I930 census led the Experts to expect; and he 
starmisea that the nwmber of women in the bbor market 
1, has an important bearing on the whole unemgIoyment 
; problcin." 
i Again, in 'the same editorid, we read: 
1, + "Subtracting Mr. Biggen's e s h a t e  of the unm- 
ployed from his tgtimate of those on the hbor market, . . 
we find. . be. etc.'' 
And more than a year preliioudy (March 29, 
I 937 ) the Herald Ttibsrtze editorially observed: "What 
wc must know besides >he exact number of jabless is 
the other side of the picture-the constant changes in 
industry affecting THE LABOR MARKET." .In the 
same editorial the demand is made by the organ which 
represents the plutocratic buyers of the commodity h- 
bor, that this commodity be tabdated and catalogued 
at Washington like any other commodity. We rend: 
" . . . .There should be an agency in Washington -de- 
voted to the comprehensive and continuing study of 
THE LABOR MARKET in the same .manner that 
the Depnrhn~nt of Agriculture studies crops, or the 
Federal Reserve Board keeps tabs on finance, and like 
them b should issue periodic bullehts." 
Oh, yes, there it is-THE LABOR MARKET1 
And the buyers of the commodity labor demand that 
labor on the hoof be handIed with the &me statistical 
accuracy that cattle pn the hoof is handed, bt as wheat 
and cotton are handled, so that the respective buyers 
of these commodities may not be fooled into paying 
more for this merchandise than the market decrees! 
Incidentally, bas anyone ever heard of a ''bahker mar- 
ket." a "merchant market" or a "capitalist market9*- 
that is, a market where capitalists generally are bought 
and sold? No-no more than one ever heard af. u 
market where plantation owners, LC., slave owners, 
were bought and sold! 
Tt is to be assumed, of course, that no one win deny 
that the, market-any market-is a place where corn-- 
rnodities are bought and sold. 1 
m* 
And ao we fiad @at w h i i  at eldm times the cap- 
italists and their lackeys (the pofiticiam, editors, "pub- 
lic relations counselq" etc., *.) h i I  the workers as 
b noble citizens, and spt& of the dignity of human Ia bor, 
and the rest of the _claptrap dish& out for the workers 
on special ocasions, in the practical, everyday consider- 
ations of these qamc capitalists and their lackeys, this 
"nobility" and "dignity" disappear, and labor becomes 
what in fact it is under c a p i t a I i  many pieces lof 
merchandise, quoted in terms of mmmudities, and 
fisted on the "Labor Exchanges" like stocks and bonds 
on the stock exchange, or l i e  bales of cotton or tons 
of .pig iron l 
But now, fellow workersJ you  votes are solicited, 
and pou are told a great deal about the nobility, the 
rights and dignity, of labor1 Do you ever hear these 
capitalists and their political heschmcn mve about the 
nobility of a rack of potatpcs, about the rights of pig 
iron, about the d i g z i q  of a bale uf cotton? No, you 
do not, and,the neeson is that potatoes, pig iron and 
coBm do not vote1 But we of the working dass do 
have the v o t t ,  feast most of us, even if on one 
cmoked pretext or anather we are often deprived of 
the opportunity to cast that vote. For, despite our 
commodity atatus mder capitdism, we are also human 
beings, difEidt as it is sometimes to realize that fact 
in view of the degradation we suffer as wage slaves. 
We are dumped, like so many superhaus sacks of po- 
tatoesr, .in the market, there to rot if we cannot d our 
labor pbwer to a ~apitarit master. We are Gppcd 
like .cattle by trainloads 4 boatloads, by our capit& 
ist mastefs, to the bbattlefid& of the world, there to 
daughter and Be slrughtircd, in odcr to give these 
mastem the opportunity of exploiting other fellow 
workem, to rob them, ar they rob of the major por- 
tioq of the wealth we workers & ~ e  create1 Though 
wc are free to roam around like wild beasts in the for- 
ests, in search of scnpa of cheap food, we are, in a b 3 larger sense, no fteer than the chattel dave of a ccn- ;L 
'I tury ago, Aa wage s h s  wc are bound to a grinding - 
machine, or a d- and mind-destroying oflice, at Eule , 
more than starvation wages (which is what slaves of 
all ages renived), and at pain of complete stamtion ;:. 
we musf obey the dictatea of our autocratic, crpitabt 
madter ! 
The st~ugg!e again~t chattel dslvcry b o d d  'years ' 
ago bearr a close resemblance to the struggle against ,- 
wage rlavery (against capitalism, or the private own- 
ership of the things to which, wc mwt have access in . : 
order to. live), and the arguments of the dave owners 
against the Abolitionists arc oholrt word for word kc 
the arguments of capitolism against the'Socia1ist pro- 
gram of working class emancipation, a d  the brutality 
of today's Girders, Weirs, du Ponts, Fords, and the 
rest of the "owners" of the wIage sIaves, of today, 
and their brutal henchmen (the Hagues, Hiders, etc.), 
is essentially the same as the brutality practised by the , 
slave ownern ind their pditical emd-boys in Con- 
gress, and in state legidaturcs, however much our mod- 
em davq owners and their political errand-boys in Con- 
gress, etc., may wag silken tongues, and sheathe their 
brutal fists in velvet gloves l In x 855 Chas. Sumner, 
,Senator from Massachusetts, was brutally assaulted in 
thk Senate by a representasltive of the slavocracy of 
South Carolina, and left a& but dead on the,flpor, and 
for four years he was incapacitated. Nothmg was 
ever done about it. This is the brutality practised by 
the Hagum the 33[itkra and the Girdbra against  tho^ 
who dare op ose their mle. ' Just ei& yerm ago 1' 
.October, 2 llliam H. S m r d  &livered bib famow 
speech. at Rochester, wherein mong e t r  things he 
said: "It is a~ kepr6~sibIe conflict between opposing 
and enduring forces, and it means that thc United 
States must and wilt, sooner or later, become either 
entirely a davc-holding nation, or entirely a freelabor 
nation." And pointing, to the utter futility of appcal- 
ing to the ruling class party for a eedement of this 
conflict, Seward exclaimed: ''To expect the Demo- 
cratic party to resist Slavery and favor Freedom, is as 
unreasonable a9 to. look for Protestant +onarics to 
the Catholic Propaganda of Rome." Aq then, so to- 
day, we are in the midst of an irrbprtrs&bk couf13ct - 
the conflict or struggle b e e n  the capitalist dass and I 
the working class, between the idle or uselas "hrrvts," 
and the usefut and toilii ''have-nots." As in r 85 8 
LincoIn and Sewad realized rrbd stated that this na- 
tion could not survive half shve and half fret, so say 
we of the Socialist Lwbor Party today, that this nation 
and world cannot aumive 90 per cent wage slave and 
ro per cent plutocratic1 We shall tither go down in 
the grip of a ruthress despotism, compared to which the 
old slave power wiIl seemJike freedom, or we shall 
merge all free, and masters of our own destinies I A d  - 
it is a s  useIess today to look to any of the parties of 
capitalism for a rsedement of this conflia, as it was ~ 
look to the pmlavery Democratic party one hundred 
years ago for resistance to slavery? Every party in the , 
field this compaih except the Socialist Labor Party, is 
committed to the prbposition that in one form or an- 
other wage slavery shalt or must endure. For each 
and every one of these p a r t i e d e  it the Dmocratic 
party, the Republican party, or the fake "American La- 
bor- party:' ths frauddknt '!?kdsrlist party" of the 
Norman Thamag brand, br the equally fraudPIint 
"Coinmunist" party and their d s h o o w a c h  and cv; 
try one prerrhes the dottrine thav capitalim must bt 
mended, at least to the extent of making it possible for 
the wage slaves to endure it T h e  out-and-out capital- 
ist parties, the capitalists and the politicians, makc no , 
'pretenbe of wishing to end capitalism, the cause of a11 
modem evils. On the contrary, they obviously favor 
its cukttinuance, so that they and theirs may continue to 
live in the swear of lttbofls brow? The reform parties' 
urge the patching up of &pitaliam, a d ~ c a t i n g  to that . 
end measures and instimtions which differ in degree 
onlv.from those advocated by the Hoovers,  the Roose 
reIts, the du Ponts, Fords, and so on, But even as 
eighty years ago the antl-slavcry propagandists thh- 
' dered: "The slave' system cannot and did not be 
mended, it caa and sRoU bs mded," so the Socialist La- 
bor Party, the only true representative of labor, to&? 
thunders : "The capitalist wage slave system cannot and 
shall not be mended, it can and shalt be ended?" 
We, therefore, call upon the wage working class- 
the t~scfu1, the productive men and wumen wearing the 
degrading badge of wage &very-to vote for the can- 
'didates of the Socialist Labor Party, thereby declaring 
their determination to put summary end to the capital- 
ist system of slavery, poverty, war md all-around hu- 
man misery! But the Socialisr Labor Party dso calls 
upon the workers to organize their poyer into Scialht 
Industria Unions, in order that the vote cast may have 
'behind it the forcs to make it effective, in order that 
working class right may rest -rely ,on working class 
might! Let the workers inscribe on their banner the 
rcvofutionr ry watchwords : "Abolition of wage slavery I 
The might of the Revolutionary Socialist ballot con- 
sists in the &amugh indw~ial oqanization of the pro- 
ductive workcfs!" Voti* the Socialist Labor Party 
ticket--organized into '%m1ist ' Industrial Unions to 
enable them to take, hold and operate the industries 
for the benefit of the useful producers, and these alone, 
the workers wiIk have taken the steps that at last shall 
make them free l Thus, and thus alone, can wage slav- 
ery be ended! Thus and thus a h  may happiness 
and plenty bc ours1 Thus and thus done may we as 
workers emerge as fret men and women, emerge out 
of our present degrading commodity status, and take 
our rightful places in the sun of the new day, under 
the aegis of the Socialist Industrial Republic of peace, 
plenty and. liberty l . I 
LABOR UNITED-LABOR 
'PRHPMPHANT 
For tht Iwds snd liam are quaking 
At t h e  works' stem awakikg 
Fmm their slumbu of tbe w; and & workan abwlg rbe, 
And with hanb locked dgbt m&er 
One in heart and a m  fw e w  
Watch tht em of Light and Liberty leap up iato the mkht 
- F d  A U .  
I.. 
Of aIl rcvoIutionary dasscs in history the workers 
of today possess the greatest capab'ity for unity, a 
greater capacity for maintaining a perfect union. Yet, 
the. workers of today find it more difficult to establish 
a common basis for unity than any other d a ~  in his- 
tory. The explanation of this seeming paradox, this 
apparent. contradiction, lies close at hand: For the 
reason for the latter is to be found in the circlunstanrcs 
which made possible the former. 
If we' ask: What do we mean by "workers," some 
one is apt to say scornfully: hThat'a a silly question; 
everybody knows a worker-the horny-handed son of 
toil." But the question is not silly, and in the s u p p  
sititious i-epfy is revealed one of the reasons for tbt 
confusion created when the question in posed: What 
constitutes a worker? For a11 workers art not "horny- 
handed sons of toil"--quite to the contrary. Nor is it 
enougb to say that a worker is one who. works. All 
but those who are entirety incapacitated physically, or 
, the utterly ldolia and perrmtltatti .i&, "row in 
one ~ . o r ~ t h e r .  Tbt b u r g i ~ ~ m d a ,  nd so docs 
;' the b d e r ,  but neither is a worker. The spy, and the 
hired plutocratic jmrnaI'tst who supplrmt~ts the efForts 
" af the spy, both "work" like the very devil but neither 
is  a worker! Lawyer, beggar, merchant-man, thief- 
, aIl "work," but none of &em is a worker I The prop- 
ertied farmer, who tiUs his own soil, works hard 
enough, but hc is not a worker in the modern ctvoIu- 
tionary sense. 
What, then, marks a person a worker in the modern 
meaning of the tern? He is a worker, in the revolu- 
tionary scientific sense, who has nothing to sell but his 
labor power, and who sells or offers for sale, for a 
price, id., r wage, that labor power to a capitalist, or 
' a group of capitalists-that is, to individuds who liars 
" by -ngi wbtrber it be farms, mines, mills, factories, 
railroads or other means of distribution and communi- 
cation. And it makes no difference whtthcr the seller 
of that labor powaf wears a white collar, a Huc collar, 
- or no collar at all. (Indeed, they all wear a collar- 
the collar of wage slavery I )  Tf he sells his labor power 
' -his ability to perform a'ntedcd and o t h ~ m i s c  legiti- 
mate function--and receives a wage, then he is a work: 
er, hence a wage s h e .  
As implied in the foregoing, the workers of today, 
' as a +ss, are propertiless and, what is more impor- 
tant, incapable,..rrs u ckts of acquiring property, ?nd 
therein lies the p d i a r  distinction of the modern re- 
.- lutionary class, the wage working class. Former SGWP 
I lutionary classes either m t d  property or took over 
lexpropyiatcd) the property of the dethroned m l b  
class. As John Starrtt Mill observed: "The conflicts of 
the part have always been conflicts between dasses, both 
r . I  
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of wbkh hadla u t h  in &a d&g cmmbtt+eit of 
propew-" Ad~Mjl l '  adds Atewdly (d& Pcfererlce I ' 
to the modern workma) &at the new factqr introduced " 
is "r'claso [k mrfring dasas], that has next to no prop - 
crty*of its own." (With more scientific amracy Mill 
might have said*, " h t  has 'm pt6pcrtylof its own" I )  ,' I 
The ;modern working class, then; neither owns prop , P ' !  
crtp, nor wiN it be able to constitute iadf as e prbperty- 
oGing cksa. In  tht first place, property i s  m accom- 
paniment of cIass rule, and when the workers achieve L 
emancipation, class ~ U I E  comca to an end. In  the see 
O R ~  place, property impIies individual ownership. , 
("Property" i s  derived from the I ~ t i n  word +PO. , 
prius," which means "one's own," as contrasted with the ' ' 
word "Commnis," also Latin, which means "in corn- , 
mon.") Sociafism, or the Workers' Republic, will e 5  ' 
tabtish common, or social, ownership of what today is. , '.. 
called "property," hence what is m e d  by 531 is owned 
by no one in particular, though all who perfo,m uatftd 
labor wiU share amply in &c proctcda 
W h e n  the feudal system was overthrown, the land 
and property in general of the feudal lords were l a w  
Iy taken over .by the new d i n g  class, the capitalists, 
who, of course, included many of those who had be- 
longed to the old ruling class. But- except for their 
crrmrnon opposition to the feudal lords, the capitalists 
were by no means united. Private property, which they 
all pvcted, constituted the'botn of contention, keeping 
them fighting among themselves. And private prop- 
erty, however useful in .the past ajr a vehicle of prop 
rms, is the greateat disrupter of social peace and order. 
Accordingly, owning no .property, having no trpportu- 
nity as a class ever to acquire private property, the I 
workers would ideally be, as rlomalIy they woufd'in- 
I 
~tinctively h m c ,  a homogdncour rrhir in the pursuit ; of their dam huema, which ire d i d 9  opposed m 
the i n t a m  of the capitalist clam. Labor produets 
all mchl wealth, yet owns aonc, having yielded legal 
possession of the bulk of their produce to the capital- 
ists by reason of &c fact that these own the means of 
production, to which the workers must have access in 
order to live. Thc capitalists pxqducc rto wealth-s 
we have .said; primtrily they h e  by owning, which is ' 
t6 say that they subsist by robbing labor of the larger 
part of what,lobor prod- 
Owning no propew mdcr capitdism, the working 
class, +ccordingly, is the only dfas which has no mat* 
rial or economic intereat in preserving the present capi- - 
talist system. Once h e  mrktrs understand their class 
atatus and .clsl# inttrcsta rwdtr capitalism, they will al- 
most instinctively bt drawn together, since it will then 
be dear them that their colrrmo# interat iir to abolish 
capitalism: to abohh the social syatcrn which. r e d w r  
them to slavery, and whiih compels them, wilIy-pill?, 
to ~urrcndcr to the capitalist parasites by far the great- 
er portion of the. wealth which they aIont produce. 
k i n g  no property, the workers are not subject to the 
disruptive and disrupting eff ccta which keep the prop ' 
ertp-hbld'ing elements at tach other's throats. Having 
attained in this highly developed country an extraor- 
dinary degree of homogeneity as rr chss, owning no 
property, and being practically in eomplctc ~ O J J ~ J S ~ O U  
of the meam of production, it follows that the working 
class is the only really organizable daar in society, and, 
normally, or ideally, the one claa above all others, past 
and present, ppebls of being united, of being kept t* 
gethcr in a perfect union. 
If. 
By reason of th& dam .sums the worirenakcm 
make no politid move as- u rhss whkh dots not afi~. 
with Et. rcwolationary impIicatims. Ef they move at all 
as a 'class it foUows that they must move against ?he 
capitalists es a class, since-logically there b nothing 
ehc for them to move againat. And to move agdnat 
the cupitrlists aa a &as nat~relly means to move 
against interests of capitalism, whidh is to ~y thrt t h y  
m~t move againat, and orrt of, the capitalist &ptem, ' 
which is simply another way of gaping thot if they 
move rn a class against capitaIist interests, dtcp. move 
to destroy capitalist property relations, .#a destroy the 
capadhist S ~ S ~ G *  ;#Self. - ' , I 
AU of this is  'cleat: to the capitalist clas-r cer- 
tainly to the wkmt among the tupzmsr layers, i.e*, the 
plutocracy. And where understanding is wanhg, rul- 
ing class instinct asserts ibelf. No d i  class in his- 
tory has w e r  yielded to the dictates of social p m g e ~ ~ ,  
nor willingly surrendered to the clltss bcl~w it, that i i  
to the revolutionary class. In our own country we have 
two outstanding proofs of these contentions : The Btit- 
ish Crown attempted by force to maintidn its rule over 
the colonies, refusing to yield the property rights and 
, privilbgm of the British ruling class, EvcntuaIiy the 
usurping British ruling class wa8 overthrown. T h t  
Southtrn slavocracy, having a. property interest of Wo 
, 
billion dollars in the slaves, refused to $cld to social 
progress, refused to surrender thls "property," and the 
class privileges resting on slavery. ' EventuaUy the sIave 
institution was overthrown by the then carrier of prog- 
ress, the capitalist dras of the North. 
Thc present ruling class, the capitalist class, differs . 
not at a11 in this respect from previous ruling classes. 
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b It, too, ,will dcfcad ia property and its class privileges 
,I to '.tb ht &ah,, -Add rcaiiehg clearly rhat if the 
L workers uitdaatcmd thth own class itcrests they would 
soon,unhc ta'a man in a p~litical pa- of their own, 
.. and in a c h s  d o n  on the e m d  field, which soon 
thereafter would man that they would move to ovtr- 
throw capEtrtI'i~reaIizing rB rhir, the capitalist class / hse. for dcadn exerted every e9ort toward keeping the workem. from ,uniting on a class basis, and they 
! + have hitherto large$ succeeded in this because they have so far been ~ U C C I E S S ~ ~ ~  in keeping'& workers in 
ignorance of Wir mc dasa interests. "Divide and 
RuIe" was the m e  ai the ancidt &spot who played 
onc fadon agaiimt the other in o g e ~  that %e might 
sybjygare them rrk. &d to the extent the capitalists 
have been s u c e e ~  in WT application of that motto 
to tbe cffom made & unite the workers, to that cjrPmt 
have they been successfuI in maintaining the capitalist 
system of robbery and s ~ p r e s s i ~ n  of the working 
&a In t@s they haw, of course, bean aided by tradi- 
tions and institutions which have come down to us 
th~ugh the ages since the beginainga of human slrv- 
ery, and which the modern ruling class, & capitalists, 
have not been slom to utilize for their own purposes, 
I and in order to keep $he workers from follo~ing their 
- natutrrl instinst of uniting on a common basis. 
i C 
111. 
P 
I The mcrns employed by the capitalist dass to pre- 
b vent the realization of the instinctive straining for, or 
naturaI working dam tendency toward, unityare many 
and varied. T h e  ancient: device of entertaining the 
prokctarirtms in ardu ' M .divert their attention from 
their real problenis has been translated into many form 
in the =Tiow periods of social struggle. Ttrt Roman 1 
satidat cynically said: ''There art but two things which 
the pooplc eagerly demrd4read  and circus games !" 
The political er-d boys of the pktmcncy of d a y  ] 
. . 
arc found feeding the poor on special acctasio~a, there- 1 
by "earning" their gratitude; and bmcbali, football, 
horse-racing, ctc., etc., arc the d u r n  yuivaltnb of 
the Roman circus g m c s  through which the mass of the 
workers are to be diverted, even at times whm the most' 
burning qucrtians of workfig dam inttmt are clamor- 
ing for their undivided rttmtioa. And with supreme 
cunning the pbtocrotir hmchmtn 'utilize 'that modern 
mawc1,'the radio, for the same purpose, so that when 
serious discussions concerning work* dm issum might 
' b r ~ l ~ * '  the air-waver, veritable c i m ~  showsg and s a s s  
and-thought-numbii sounds, miocaIkd music, oecupy 
the attention of the workerr. 
And when the Hpmmi tt circrrma" (bread and 
the religious question, ttc., ttc., are introduced Reli- 
cirotm) device fails, the n r e  and natiodality quest lo%,  
gious creeds are always used by a ruling Ass *but to 
be dethroned in o d e r  to keep the members of the op 
pressed class qurrrelling among themselves over mat- 
, 
ten of no concm to their economic and social welfare, 
and as the= arc thousands of crecds, ao there are tholi- 
sands of false b a d ~ r i c s ,  and endless divisions-among 
those who should atand ar one in their struggle agaimt ' 
the m m o n  opprcsmr--those who should heed the 
poet who sang- 
"Shall I ask the brave soldier who fights by my: 
side 
h the cause of m&d, if .our crceda ~ C C  ?*' 
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I J E C E  P T I O  N 1 
"Thc Mooth .pceehcr of the wicked arc full ob ~ t r y c r g H 4 ~ .  
"WSh th nreh dn @he prHs -Y hear% 
Too prone to A t  hir &&''a* 
MFdst fam malt hide w k  the f b  heut k . " - - S k o k r d ~ .  
1 
And as to the race and nationality qucstiona - I 
thcsc have ever been used by usurpation to justify or- 
conceal usurpation's wrongs. Of kte these destroyers 
of working dass unity have b ~ e a  particularly employed 
by the bandit dictators in 'Gemrphy,and Italy. The 
globe l Long ago Defoe, the English satirist, exploded 
the race myth in his poem, "The True-Born English- 
man," showing that that "strange" being was c u m  
pounded of nearly all the races on earth-- 
"A race uncertain and untv'n I 
.Derived from all the nations under Heaven. . 
Thus, from a mixture of aU breeds began 
That heterogeneous thing, an EngIishman . . . . 
Fate jumbled them together, God knows how, 
What e'er they were, they're trueborn English 
now." 
Thc same applies to a11 other racer: The race au- 
periority myth, the ''Arpt," " A n g I h n ' '  and "Nor- 
dic" superiority claim i a thoroughly frhudulcnt d a b ,  
rejected by the a r t s  of aciencc and common sense 
alike. Y c ~  this race supcrioriq myth has been used, 
and is bcing used, with deadlier thct than any other 
in modem times, in order to disrupt working &ss unity, 
hence to frustrate attempts to achieve working class 
emancipation. 
Qp the political field Iicwisc the workcrs arc kept 
dividehmthtr resuIt of their bcing kept in ignorance , 
of thcir true class interests. Though great numbers . 
bf workerr arc tosing faith in the old capitalist parties, 
they follow avidly the same political humbugs under 
'diff ercnt and newfangled designrtions. But capitalist 
principles, capidiit economics, rcmain capitalist prin- 
ciples and economics, whether lam4 "Republican" 
and *'Democratic," or "New, Deal," "Labor p ~ ~ t y , "  
"Cammunist" or bogui Socialist. m e r e  formerly 
the workers were divided into two or tbree capitalist 
or  reform parti% they am now dividcd into 6ve or 
six, ~ t h  but one party, the SociaLst Labor Party, r e p  
resenting their tme chss intcrcnta 
Molt marked bf all, however, is the division mused 
by capitaIist inter- among the workers on the e m  
nomic field Here the wor%trs arc tither 'prcwntcd 
' 7 fmrn organizing iltogcthcr, or else they arc "organ- 
ized" into craft unions, or smllcd "indpstrial" unions, 
,'; the latter bcing merclg an amalgamation of cnf t  uaiollt, 
based on the idmticd capitdii prineiplm. Thew rat- 
tibnary, disrupting "unions" asste their faith in u p E  
I . d i s m  or rr social system. Thep insist &t the capid- 
- a,'. = - u 
- . . 
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capitalist exploitation and wage rlnvcry. And &at ;$ !  
is  true of the A. F, of L. is true of the w a l l e d  C.T.O. 
The "C.Z.0.1' arose, nM in response to the need of or- 
. 17.1 gadzing the workers in the mass industriks for the  
benefit of the workers. the contrary, the demand E;: 
was made manifest, if not aetualiy wked, by pluto- /i < 
cmtic mpitalist interests, which re uirtd unified control 9 . . of their hundreds of thousands o wage sIavc9 in the 
mass production industries, such steel, rubber, .auto ' < 
mobiles, etc., ttc., kmt that workers get out of hand ' LU 
(vide the "sitdown strikes") and organize in rmolu- ,. "i 
tioaaq, 9 - i ~  Industrial Unions, for the purpose of . 
ending mpitaliun, and &g over "the works" to o p  
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"Whik the natmd, or normal, h e  and d h h &  in- 
BUCpt in the woektm' mu1 aad eoadit~~lu are tow& mk#lf c h #  
w d y ,  thc milhg cspitaU mt- snd tbe interrry hi 
o f ~ t r a d t o . p y i t h o ~ a n d & ~ h t o ~ b L  
-tc ar f rsc~." -A1P*  
erate them in their own interesb, i.e., in the interest9 
of society. True, short-sighted individual capitalist a- 
ploiters resisted the attempt to organize the workers ' 
into the "C,I,O." fake "industrial unions," but, as said, 
the dominant plutocratic interests favored such organ- 
izing of the mass production wage slaves, as evidenced 
also by the satisfaction expressed by the thahqan of 
the Walt Street-controlled United States Steel 'C6rpom 
tion, and by the enthusiastic approval bmowed on 
, John L. Lcnis by that &aimmi, Mr. Myt0n.C. %p 
or. Obviously, all capitalist employers ftph .on #ny 
kitid of working chss union, $pen the d #@-. 
But when confronted with ,rbc qttoice ot-Mat* (c$Is, ' 
that is, to capitalism)', ihe-win, of coirsc, eoose 
desser. As between t& e d ' a f  an unmifg w ~ d b g  cl 
that may at any moment mdtch the road'.af l u ~ ? ~ t i o n ,  
and the far lesser evit 0i.r working dam o&riize$& 
"unions" based on cqitalist primJ& and jr@~+; 
em, the plutocntic emplopon will- gi kypg WC, : : 
: thk latter, i,e.,'the kssm i$L Ar&&&~&&ftei&,- 
. s&ndled by hkcrs  d. the WaGracrGDubinskp' ' 
Ilillman type, narcotized by reform promises by the 
political swindlers of the "communist" and "lib 
eral" varieties, interpret the yielding of, and cances- 
 ions by, the plutocratic bosses as victories which they 
think they have won, whereasdin reality the chains of 
wage slavery have onty been the more secureIy fastened 
an their weary limbs? And yet, contradictory as it 
mav seem, the worken have no choice but to fight 
against the encroachments of the capitalist bosses, 
evcn with these capitalist-inspired "unions:' until they 
build better ones. For, in their everyday struggles 
with the capitalist masters they learn, not merely the 
inadequacy, the reactionary character of their "unions," 
the . treachery A of &cir lei&%. and' the a c d t g  
inte~wts, bat t h y  alga p d u -  
&at spir i t  ,#sf d ~ ~ ~ o d o t l s n c s s ,  that
experience i "wadare" which c v e n d l y  steels 
hem, a d  trains them for the larger ~trogglt to which 
they must ev,entrurlly dedicate heir full manhood, their 
' 
at present non-recognized tremendous pntcntia1 power. 
They must stand their round even now, desperate as 
.the odds may be, ho e f ess as the struggIe may seem. 
As Karl Man snid:by cowardly 'ving nay in their 
everyday conflict with capita4 they [t a t workers] would 
cettainl disquali f themselves for the initiating of any f I lirrger i.c., rtm urionaryj movement." Or, as the 
great Arnefican Socialist, scholar and thinker, Daniel 
De Lion, said: "The attitude of workingmen engaged 
in a bona fide strike is an inspiring one. It ij an errme~t 
that slavery wilt not prtuait. The sIavc done who will 
not rise against his master, who will 'meekly bend his 
back to the lash a i d  turn his cheek to him who plucks 
his bear&hatrslave alone i s  hopeless. But the slave 
who persiab, despite failures md poverty, in rebelling, 
there is always hope for." But the Socialist Labor 
Party adds, with De Leon: "What you now stand in ' 
need of, aye, more than bread is the kdowledge of a 
few elemental principles of political economy and so- 
ciology." 
v. 
We set, then, that while the natural, or normal, im- 
pulse and driving principle inherent in the workers' sea- 
ma add conditions are toward working chss unity, the 
prevailing capitalist interests, and the interests, in gen- 
era, of reaction, ,tend to split the worktis, and sunder 
them into innumerable separate groups or fractions. 
Yet, in all this there is nothing strange, nor anything 
c o n c ~ g  which one nee£ despair. Them arc &me 
important things to rcmrmber : 
Fimt: That a natural law, or tendency, will in the 
' end override. all artificial obstructions ' a d  intcrfer- 
enMs. Just as water, howwet dammed, will eventually 
find its own level, so working class intete&, however 
damned and confounded, will evcnmally h d  their 
natural or own level in working class unity. 
, Second: That social evolution and working dsss 
progress, at this stage, ran parallel. Or rather, they 
are so intertwined that one cannot go on without the 
other. And so&f profless, s o h 1  s~olsrrion, wilt not 
L ttrs long run be d~llied. Specifically, the economic 
lam of capitahsm act, on tbt one hand, as the rnotik 
power of retrogression of capitalist power and inter- 
ests, and, on the other, a8 a promoter of working dam 
power and evmtua~ victory. Economic evolution has 
so wrought, and the workem arc so organized in tbc 
prodtictive scheme of things under capitalism that they 
have become the one indispensable class in society--the 
class on which our entire civilization resb. And every 
consolidation, every concentration of capitalist weaIth, 
spells ever greater disintegration to capitalist society, 
the while perfecting and strengthening the mold into 
which working class power will eventually, and sooner 
than many suspect, be cast. As Msm so prophetically 
pat it: 
"AIqng with the constantly diminishing number of 
the magdates of capital. . . .grows the mass of misery, 
oppression, slavery, degradation, exploitation ; but with 
this too grows the revolt of the working class, a class 
always increasing in numbers, and discipliu2d, u ~ i t e d ,  
org~ukcd by the very mecha~ism of the process of cap 
irtzCj.rs prodsrrtion itself ." 
The k c i d k  Jnbtdd U n k  of the d i n g  claw 
reflects this p m m  descfibed by Msm. rhe Socbtht 
Isd#slpiat Usbm G dc clrrsreohrciorra, g~~~GComci;Dus, 
ruorkitrg c b  m d f e ~ t a r b m  of .tk colrcsutrrrttd eta- 
nomk machine of clrgitalis~. Organized into o politi- 
-1 party* for rhc specific purpose of decren'ng the 
deatbwarrant of mpitalisrn, of capitelkt private own- 
ership of the social mcsns of prduction; organized 
class- ,and goaEconscious1y into rcvolutionrry Industrial 
Unions, the workers will be prepared to take over the 
industries, and all that pertains thereto, and operate 
them for the benefit of dI, as soon as, though politi- 
cal action, the end of capitalism has been decreed. There 
will then .be an end of poverty, misery, wars, social 
crimes and dass rule. Political government, resting en- 
tirely on private property, class rule and the suppres- 
sion of a ru td  class, wilr become auperfiuous, and in 
its place there will arise the magnificent edifice of the 
Workers' Industrid Union Govement, in the class- 
less, fraternal society of freemen! It will be, for the 
first time in history, the fruit and the concrete manifcs- 
tation of Lgbor United and Labor Triumphant t 
T o  the achicvcment of this glorious purpose, the 
labors of the Socialist Labor Party are unceasingfy, ir- 
rtvocably and uncompromisingly dedicated. And in 
ever vaster: numbers the workers will heed the Socialist 
Labor Party's call: C a @ d h  trtrut be desmyedl  Ia 
ever increasing c h s  strength, with ever increasing per- 
siatcnce a d  sternness, the workers, marching toward 
victory, will chant : 
"We arc the workers and makers! 
We are no longer dumb ! 
Tremble, 0 Shirkers and Fakers! 
Swcqping the earth-we m c  l 
Ranked in the wsrld wide dam 
M8r&iq+@ta the day1 
Tkb d&.ic gum s d  db =rti ir d r a r  
dsd tkb scsbbwd u t h m  awayP 
"Marching into the dayt* I The day of working 
dass freedom, the era of general mid affluence, and 
universal human happiness and evtrlasring peace l 


